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as 
Cell membrane 


Cell  


Offensive line 


Football team 


…won’t let bad things in 


…relating factor 


as 
Tsunami 


Wave  


Earthquake 


Tremor 


…is an extreme example of 


…relating factor 


Solving Analogy Problems- Examples 


as 
Atom 


Element 


Brick 


Wall 


…are building blocks 


…relating factor 
Analogy template and first two examples are found in and adapted 
From Building Academic Vocabulary (Marzano & Pickering, 2005) 







as 
Element 


Compound  


Pepperoni 


? 


…? 


…relating factor 


Solving Analogy Problems- Let’s do one together! 


Solving Analogy Problems- Do one by yourself! 


as 


? 


…? 


…relating factor 


? 


? ? 


Using some combination of the terms provided: Atom, Element, Compound, Molecule, 
Create your own analogy.  Be sure to write the relating factor. 
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It’s in the Genes 
Lesson Title 


 


Author: Madelon Cheatham 
 


Date: March 5, 2012 


NGSS Core Idea: Locate this information in your NGSS document.  
 


NGSS Grade Level End-point: 
 
 


Next Generation Science Standards:   
Strand:  
 


 


Arkansas Frameworks: 
http://arkansased.org/educators/pdf/science_k-8_011006.pdf  
LS.3.7.9 
Identify the number and source of chromosomes in human cells.  
LS.3.8.4 
Predict patterns that emerge from simple genetic crosses.   
LS.3.8.7 
Conduct investigations demonstrating that the phenotype of a genetic trait is the result of a 
genotype.  


Essential Questions: 
How is gender determined and how are physical characteristics inherited?   
How can the inheritance of characteristics be predicted mathematically?  
 


Objectives: Students will know how dominant and recessive genes are inherited and the role 
of probability in inheritance.  


 


Class Time: 1-2 class sessions 


Key Vocabulary Terms: inheritance, chromosome, gene, allele, trait, phenotype, genotype, 
probability, dominant, recessive. 


Materials: Coins, colored markers, deck of cards (optional) 


Teacher Preparation: 
Determining whether activities will be done in groups or individually.  Write brief instructions 
on the board.  Makes copies of the table of traits and elaboration questions.  


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 


Genes that govern inheritance of physical characteristics are located on chromosomes.  
Chromosomes exist in “homologous pairs” which control inheritance of the same traits, but 
they may have different forms of the trait called alleles.  In humans there are 23 pairs of 
chromosomes with one pair designated as the “sex chromosomes”. These chromosomes are 
termed X and Y, a female has the XX combination, and XY is a male.  Any off-spring inherits 



http://arkansased.org/educators/pdf/science_k-8_011006.pdf
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one chromosome of each pair from each of the two parents.  An off-spring inherits alleles (on 
chromosomes) randomly, but in a large sample the inheritance can be predicted using the 
laws of probability.   


 


LESSON PROCEDURE 


Pre-Assessment Plan: Determine if students understand simple probability, the difference 
between genes and chromosomes, and that genes control inherited characteristics.  


Introduction (Elicit) None for this lesson  


Engage:  
Draw a stick figure boy and girl on the board and ask the students if they know how the 
gender of someone is determined.  Listen to answers, and reinforce that two chromosomes, X 
and Y, determine the gender of a child.  Write the genotypes (XX, XY) on the stick figures.  
Students will be questioned to determine if they know the probability of having a male or 
female child, and why there is an equal chance of having a boy or girl (this is discussed in 
relationship to X and Y chromosomes).   
Activity:   Tell students to flip a coin to determine the gender of 4 children born to two 
parents.  Explain and model that the sex of the each child is determined by flipping the coin 
once because one X is always given from the mother so it has already been determined.  


 heads=X, tails=Y  


 females- (X, X)  


 males- (X, Y) 
Ask students to report how many children were boys and how many were girls. Discussion 
continues about why the ratio of boy and girl children was not always 2:2.  
 


Explore: 
Reinforce that chromosome determines gender.  In addition individuals inherit other 
characteristics that are the result of inheritance of genetic traits (genes) on chromosomes.  
Explain that some gene traits have two forms, called alleles, and that you inherit one allele 
from each parent to determine the trait you have.  
Tell students they will examine “hypothetical” genetic traits that a Smiley Face might inherit.  
Tell them that any smiley that inherits ONE or TWO dominant alleles will have the dominant 
appearance, and that to be recessive in appearance the smiley must have TWO recessive 
alleles.  Write brief instructions on the board if necessary and model how to do one trait.  
 
Students will complete a “Smiley Face Traits” lab during which they will draw a face and add 
characteristics determined by tossing a coin.  As the coin is flipped, they will create a data 
table that shows the alleles for each genetic trait and phenotype of the off-spring.  
Both parents are heterozygous for each trait.  Each coin toss will represent the allele the off-
spring inherited from one parent; mother or father.  The first flip will represent the allele from 
the mother, the second the one from the father.  If student’s flip a “head” the dominant trait 
is selected and a “tail” selects the recessive trait.  After filling in a table of the traits, they will 
add them to the drawing.  Model the results of flipping the coin and beginning the smiley face. 
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1. The student will flip the coin twice for 9 traits and write down the genotype 
(combination of alleles) for each trait in a data table. 


2. The phenotype (appearance) should also be listed in the data table.   
3. The student will determine the Smiley Face eye color and shape, length of eye 


lashes, face shape, skin type, kind and color of hair, type of ears, and shape of 
mouth.  


4. From all the data recorded, each student will draw a Smiley Face by using the 
phenotypes they listed. 


 
 
Trait                         Heads = Dominant Allele     Tails = Recessive Allele  


Eye Color Brown:   B Blue:   b 


Eye Shape Round:   R Oval:   r 


Length of Eye Lashes Long:     L Short:  s 


Face Shape Heart:    H Oval:   h 


Skin Type Plain:     P Freckles:  f 


Kind of Hair Curly:    C Straight:  c 


Hair Color Yellow: Y Red:   y 


Type of Ears Floppy: F Tiny:  f 


Shape of mouth Smiley: S Frown: s 


 
The chart and instructions can be printed for students or written on the board, it can be 
modified if desired.  The student created data table will show the allele inherited from the 
mother, the one from the father, and the appearance (phenotype) in the offspring.  They will 
complete the Smiley from the data.  
 
Modification: Students may do the activity in pairs.  One student will flip the coin to provide 
the mother’s allele and add it to the table.  The other student will flip the coin while acting as 
the father.   This can allow pairing of students who may have difficulty understanding the 
ideas with those who will grasp them more quickly.   
 


Explain: 
There will be a class discussion on the inheritance of traits in the Smiley.  Throughout the 
lesson reinforce the vocabulary that applies to the lab: Vocabulary: phenotype, genotype, 
homozygous, heterozygous, recessive, dominant, alleles, trait, and probability.  
Question Examples:  
1. If homozygous means “the same alleles”, which Smiley Face traits resulted from the 


homozygous dominant combination of alleles in the genotype? (BB for example; Brown 
Eye Color.  All Column 1 traits in the chart will result from homozygous dominant 
combinations.) 


2. How would you describe the genotype of any homozygous dominant trait? (Two of the 
same capital letters.) 


3. If heterozygous means “different alleles” Which facial traits resulted from the 
heterozygous dominant genotype? (All in the first column of traits.)  
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4. Describe a heterozygous allele combination? (A combination of one capital and one lower 
case letter of the same allele; Bb is heterozygous.  Results in brown hair.) 


5. Does your smiley face have any characteristics that are recessive? (answers vary) 
6. How would you describe a recessive allele? (Alleles expressed only when two are present, 


bb is recessive.) 
7. Is it always possible to determine the combination of the alleles for the traits by looking at 


the appearance of the Smiley Face?  Explain why or why not? (No, the Smiley might have a 
dominant allele and a recessive allele which is not expressed. You could determine the 
alleles for all recessive traits.) 


8. According to laws of probability should the face have more dominant or more recessive 
traits?  Why?  (More dominant traits- when flipping the coin there is a great probability of 
getting at least 1 dominant allele than there is of getting two recessive alleles.) 


9. Compare your smiley face to others in your group.  Is it exactly like others in the group, 
explain why or why not. (Answers vary, but it is doubtful if any two will be exactly alike 
due to the low probability of tossing the same combinations as other students.) 
 


If necessary other activities can be used to reinforce probability concepts.  Small groups can 
be assigned and each group will flip a coin 10 times, recording the actual results of the number 
of heads and tails.  The groups’ tallies will be combined into a classroom data pool on the 
board.  Then the actual probability of flipping heads or tails can be compared to the data.   
Decks of cards or dice can also be used to explain probability.  For example; 1/4 chance of 
drawing a heart, 1/13 chance of drawing a King, 1/4 x 1/13 = 1/52 chance of drawing King of 
Hearts.  
 


Elaborate: 
Post examples of questions the students can answer to determine if they understand 
probability, phenotype and genotype. 
Examples:  In these questions long eyelashes are dominant to short; and heart-shaped faces 
are dominant to round.  (L=Long, H=heart shape) 


1. Betsy has a phenotype of short eyelashes, and her son Bob has a phenotype for short 
eyelashes.  What kind of eyelashes can Bob’s father have? Explain. (Bob’s father could 
have long (Ll) or short eye lashes (ll) and Bob could still inherit two recessive alleles.) 


2. Joe has a genotype of Hh for face shape, and Julie has a genotype of hh.  What are the 
possible phenotypes of their first born child? (Both (Hh) heart and (hh) round.) 


3. (Refer back to question 2) Joe and Julie’s first child has a heart-shaped face, what is the 
probability of the second child having a heart-shaped face? (It is 1 out of 2. The first 
child having a heart-shaped faces doesn’t affect the probability of subsequent children 
inheriting face shape.)  
 


Evaluate: 


 As an exit slip, the students write down in their own words the difference between 
genotype and phenotype and give an example.  


 Students create a foldable with 6 terms related to the lesson and describe their 
understanding of each term.   
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 Ask students to look at a sample smiley you created (no table of results should be 
provided).  They should list any characteristics for which they are certain of the alleles 
and those that are in question.  Any dominant trait could be heterozygous or 
homozygous since it has to have one dominant allele. The recessive traits all have two 
recessive alleles.   


 Evaluate student performance on the activity and the answers to the questions posed 
during class.   
 


Extensions: 
Give students a sample Punnett square and examples of two parents with a single trait (from 
the smiley exploration).  Show students how to distribute the alleles from the parents into the 
boxes and count a ratio of off-spring.   
Ask students to write a problem they could solve with their smiley chart and a Punnett square.  
In groups, have them exchange problems, work them, and share the solutions.  
 


 


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES and CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 


Math:  6SP.5 Probability, 6th grade Common Core State Standards for Math 


Language Arts: 


Social Studies: 


Parental Involvement: 


Technology Connections: 


Bibliography and Resources: 
 


1. Mendelian genetics coin toss lab. 
http://www.sciencegeek.net/Biology/biopdfs/Lab_Coin_Toss.pdf 


2. The genetics of parenthood. 
http://science.holeintheground.net/events/DesGene/genetics_human_concepts.pdf 


3. Genetics with a Smile.  http://sciencespot.net/Media/gen_smilewkst1.pdf 
4. Genetics worksheet demonstrating Punnett squares: 


http://www.sutherlinffa.org/planbook/Ag%20Biology/Mar202012/BIO%2011.2%20-
%20Pedigrees%20Part%2010.pdf 
  


Notes: 
Mendelian Genetics is an important concept in biology, but is sometimes hard to grasp.  By 
having the students perform this activity, they will more likely understand the information.  
The students will be more engaged in the idea of probability, genotypes and phenotypes by 
creating their own smiley instead of just being given the definitions and told examples. 


 



http://www.sciencegeek.net/Biology/biopdfs/Lab_Coin_Toss.pdf

http://science.holeintheground.net/events/DesGene/genetics_human_concepts.pdf

http://sciencespot.net/Media/gen_smilewkst1.pdf

http://www.sutherlinffa.org/planbook/Ag%20Biology/Mar202012/BIO%2011.2%20-%20Pedigrees%20Part%2010.pdf

http://www.sutherlinffa.org/planbook/Ag%20Biology/Mar202012/BIO%2011.2%20-%20Pedigrees%20Part%2010.pdf
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NGSS Implementation
Grades 6-8

Presenters: 

 

 

 

 















Add information related to the presenter(s) if desired.  Do not delete the slide as numbering is necessary for linked slides.  
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Norms….

Please modify as needed

Please share your thoughts!

Snacks/coffee

Morning and afternoon break

Lunch on your own 

Laptops closed until  needed 

Cell phones off/silent

















NOTE: modify the norms set for your workshop by adding or deleting from the list. 
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Yesterday….

Development of the Framework

Architecture of the Framework

Science and Engineering Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Cross-cutting Concepts

Implementation Timeline

















NOTE:  Pass out:  HO 1 Summary of Three Dimensions of the Framework, Agenda (if participants have not already received it) 

Briefly mention  that in yesterday’s overview the items listed  on the slide were discussed.  The hand out summarizes the practices, concepts and ideas.  Participants may refer to this throughout the day.  
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Reflection









HO 2:  Reflection:  One set of Response Cards for each group of 4-6.  Print and cup apart, place in bags. Instructions are on the next slide.

 Each person will draw a card and answer the question on paper.  

 Following a short writing each person will read their response to the group and ask for comments from other group members.  

 After everyone is finished, the group will identify 3 aha’s or general concerns and will discuss those with the room. 

 Presenter may record responses on chart, or ask each group to post one if desired. 

Allow 15-20  minutes for participants to share out with their group.

Allow 15 minutes for individual groups to share out with whole group or post their aha’s.

Spend time addressing any additional questions/concerns that the group has. 
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Reflection…

Draw a card from the stack

Answer in writing

Read your reflection to the group

Other group members add their ideas



When everyone is finished, decide on 3 main ideas/concerns to present to the room. 















NOTE: Explain instructions for reflection. Provide about 20 minutes for writing and reading/comment, 15-20 minutes for groups to share their ideas and concerns with the room (chart if possible).  Ask if there is anything else that the group would like to discuss that may not have been on the cards.  
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Today…Review 3 Lessons

Earth Science: Whole Lot of Shakin’ Goin’ On

Physical Science: Elements Using Legos

Life Science: It’s in the Genes















NOTE: Presenter will have copies of 3  lessons for each participant, but do not pass them out until needed.   The earth science lesson will hopefully match the NGSS  grade-band endpoints most closely.  The physical and life science lessons match the Arkansas Frameworks.  

Describe the days activities related to the lesson. 

As lessons are reviewed teachers will: These points are listed on the next slide for teachers to refer to. 

Compare the lesson to the NGSS K-12 Science Framework ( will become the NGSS).

Determine Grade-Level End-Points that are related to lesson.

Evaluate evidence for Practices and Cross-Cutting Concepts that are embedded in the lesson.

Determine if additional Practices and CCC need to be added to the lesson.
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Goals…Compare each lesson to the NGSS K-12 Science Framework


Determine the Grade-level End-Points for each lesson

Evaluate evidence for Science Practices and Cross-cutting Concepts in the lesson

Determine additional practices and concepts that should be added to the lesson.

Suggest ways to adapt the lesson to the NGSS goals. 









NOTE: Presenter will have copies of 3 lessons.   The earth science lesson will hopefully match the NGSS  grade-band endpoints most closely.  

The physical and life science lessons match the Arkansas Frameworks.  

Compare the lesson to the NGSS K-12 Science Framework ( will become the NGSS).

Determine Grade-Level End-Points that are related to lesson.

Evaluate evidence for Practices and Cross-Cutting Concepts that are embedded in the lesson.

Determine if additional Practices and CCC need to be added to the lesson.
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Lesson Plan Format  - 5E

Engage: generate interest (short section)

Explore: lab, inquiry, discovery etc. 

Explain: students describe their understandings

Elaborate: build understanding/related learning

Evaluation: assessment of learning















Provide a brief description of the 5 E lesson format used in the lessons.    Emphasize that the plan may require one or several days to complete, and that additional opportunities for exploration and explanation may be added.  It is a general guide and does not have to be completed in one day. 
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Earth Science Lesson

Engage: Video











Explain to the teachers that this lesson has been modified so that it relates to the ideas in NGSS.   Each 5E section will be reviewed during the PowerPoint.  Engagement:  Show the video and tell teachers that students would be asked what they thought caused the destruction.  (Embedding video may cause low quality so it should be linked from your files.) Tell them that during the lesson they will explore the destruction caused by earthquakes.



Facilitator Note: The teachers may participate in the next activity (Seismic News) if the facilitator desires.  Other section activities such as “Earthquake Distribution” can be handed out and reviewed without doing the activity.   NOTE: The entire lesson is not provided until later in the presentation so that participants can experience the questions that will be asked of students. 

 

The engagement: Show the video on earthquakes. Explain that this generates interest and when doing the lesson a teacher would ask students what they think caused the destruction. (an earthquake)  Comment briefly.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Explore: Seismic Times

          

          Group exploration and data collection

          from earthquake news articles.   









HO 3  - Seismic News Articles and Instruction Sheet:  one set of articles and one instruction sheet per group.  During a lesson the teacher will tell students that they will explore some news articles about earthquakes and collect data on a chart. Instructions are on next slide.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Explore: Seismic Times

     Instructions: 

 Read a news article

 Highlight qualitative and quantitative data

 Describe the data to your group

 All members create one data chart      









HO 3  - Pass out: Seismic News Articles and Instruction Sheet:  one set of articles and one instruction sheet per group.  Do not include the key.   Explain how to do the activity.  (the next slides links to the key)

Each teacher will read one news article and highlight quantitative and qualitative data they find. 

Each person briefly summarizes what they noticed for their group. 

All group members create a table of quantitative and qualitative data.  

You may post a large data chart and discuss the data as you add their ideas to the chart.   
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Earth Science Lesson

Explain: Seismic Times Data Table



    Questions:  

Do you notice similarities or inconsistencies in the data?

Is there anything that seems unusual?

Can you think of reasons that could explain any differences you noticed?

What other questions could you ask/research that might provide evidence for your reasoning? 



   

Data Table









HO 3  - Seismic News Articles Discussion of Data Table. As you read each question ask teachers to comment. 

Questions are activated by a mouse click.  

To view the data table click the button.  Click the back arrow to return to the slide. 

The data shows  that although the earthquakes are the same magnitude destruction/injury/death varies.  This might be explained by distance from the epicenter, the fact that some areas have dense populations while others don’t, buildings are not built to withstand earthquakes in some places, or that during that time of day people were out of the buildings destroyed. 

Evidence could be gathered by looking at population density maps, finding out about building codes etc. 
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Earth Science Lesson

Elaborate:



    Focus Questions: 

Should more precautions related to earthquakes be taken in some areas of the world?   

What could you do to determine if some areas have higher seismic risk? 









HO 4- Earthquake Distribution Data and Map of Plate Boundaries. Click to advance questions.

After exploring reasons why some earthquakes cause more damage/injury than others, focus on how risk can be assessed for various locations on the earth.  

Determining Risk: One way to do this is to use historical data on where earthquakes have occurred to see if areas of high seismic risk can be identified.  During a lesson on earthquake distribution students would map a list of earthquakes and then discuss what they notice about their distribution.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Elaborate: Earthquake Distribution Activity



             Location of earthquakes on a world

             map and discussion of distribution.   



Crustal Plate  Map









HO 4- Pass out: Earthquake Distribution Data and Map of Plate Boundaries.  Describe what students will do during this part of the lesson. It isn’t necessary that teachers do this section, you can discuss instead. 

In this section of the lesson students will focus on how risk can be assessed for various locations on the earth.  They will be divided into groups to map earthquakes, record them on a master map and note patterns.   

Questions on the next slide. 
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Earth Science Lesson

Elaborate: Discussion Questions



Do you notice any patterns related to locations of earthquakes?

What other information might be helpful in determining if there is a pattern?

How do you think scientists might have created the plate boundary map?

How can information about the location of earthquakes help us in protecting populations from the hazards of earthquakes? 

Seismology Map









HO 4- Continue to use Earthquake Distribution Data and Map of Plate Boundaries.  You may also show the map. 

These questions are asked after student groups have finished locating the earthquakes on a world map and transferring this to a master map.  Review these questions which will be asked of students with the teachers. 

They should note that many occur on plate boundaries.

Knowing about the locations of thousands of earthquakes for many years will help to pinpoint risk zones more closely. 

Plate boundary maps were created by mapping earthquakes and other processes such as volcanic eruption. 

If we know where earthquakes are more likely to occur, we can create response plans and educate people about what to do, develop building codes to produce more earth quake resistant buildings. (This idea is key to the next part of the lesson.)
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Earth Science Lesson

Extend: Earthquake Proof Buildings 



             Design a building and evaluate its 		     ability to withstand a simulated  	       	     earthquake. 			









HO 5- Pass out the entire lesson plan “Whole Lot of Shakin’ Goin’ On

Review Earth Quake Proof Buildings Design Sheet - page 9. 

Students will be given materials to design a building that can withstand a simulated earthquake.  The teacher can demonstrate the shake table, and then groups will design and draw the building they propose building.  Afterward they will create and test the building.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Earthquake Shake Table 











This is a simple shake table that students can use to test their buildings.  Other designs are available online.  The link for this design is in the resources.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Building Design

    Testing











HO 5: page 10 of the lesson

Students will test their design on the shake table and record their data on the Testing Sheet.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Extend: Earthquake Proof Buildings 



    The student groups create a visual poster: 

	Including: design drawing, weaknesses 	of the design, strengths of the design, 	suggested modifications.  













HO 5- Continue-Students will create a visual poster to display to the class.  The teacher will facilitate as they evaluate their buildings.  Each group will present their ideas to the class for evaluation. The poster is described 
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Earth Science Lesson

Extend: Earthquake Proof Buildings 



    The class agrees on building codes:

    	The structures and specifications that 	produced the most earthquake proof 	building are incorporated and buildings 	are redesigned if time permits. 











Evaluation of the Buildings: The class will  discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each building and suggest specifications that will result in the sturdiest building.  They may want to include maximum height of the building, the size of the base, shapes of support structures etc.  If different materials were used they can evaluate those also. The teacher may list the agreed on codes, and all students can create buildings from these standards and re-test.  
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Earth Science Lesson

Correlations to Science and Engineering Practices and Cross-cutting Concepts are listed on page 1 of the lesson. 

Record the letter or number on the lesson plan where you find evidence of these correlations.

Whole group discussion of correlations.  









Using NGSS Summary Document- Allow enough time for teachers to evaluate the lesson plan in their groups.  They should record places on the lesson where they believe each letter or number (matching a correlation) is found.  Encourage teachers to discuss ideas and list any comments or questions they have.  You may want the teachers in each group to divide the listed Practices and CCC so that each person looks for only 1-2-- after which they agree on correlations.  

After they have finished.  Begin with the objective section on the Facilitator Annotated Lesson plan, and discuss the correlations they notice.  
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Wrap- up

How well does this lesson correlate to the expectations of the Next Generation Science Standards?



What additions or substitutions might strengthen this lesson? 









Note:  Slide will be blank when it appears, Click through and allow participants to answer.  Note that without standards already available it isn’t possible to evaluate completely how well this plan satisfies the grade level expectations, or in what grade level these concepts would be addressed. 

You may also wish to ask how this lesson is different from traditional lessons. 

The lesson encourages teachers to use leading questions as the main delivery of information, asking students to analyze and interpret data they collected (from real-world sources), note patterns, and generate questions.   The lesson encourages teamwork in design and evaluation of buildings, rather than building them to suit a teacher-designed rubric.  Redesigning also emphasizes the engineering process. 
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Lunch











On Your Own
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Physical Science Lesson


Elements Using Legos

A lesson based on Arkansas Science Frameworks

K-12 Framework Document 

HO 6 NGSS Documentation Template

HO 1 Summary

HO 7 Lego Lesson

















HO 6 Documentation Template - 3 copies for each participant 

HO 7 Elements Using Legos  1 copy for each participant.

Explain that they may use this documentation form when they are evaluating their own lessons to determine how well they correlate to NGSS. Two of the forms will be used during the remainder of the workshop. 

Instructions on the next slide. 

After introduction the lesson. Groups will review the lesson plan and check off each correlation they find on the documentation form.  They will also list the letter or number on the lesson plan in the appropriate area.  They may suggest modifications they would make so the Legos Lesson meets the NGSS expectations. 

Facilitator: Assist and work through this lesson with groups for gradual release. Participants will suggest ways to modify the lesson to increase the correlation with the NGSS. 
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Physical Science Lesson

Mark correlations on the Documentation Template 

Record the letter or number on the lesson plan where you find evidence of these correlations. 

Identify the grade-level endpoint(s) that the lesson reaches. 

Whole group discussion of correlations. 









HO 6 Documentation Template and Summary (already given to  participants):   Allow enough time for teachers to evaluate the lesson plan in their groups.  They should mark the documentation sheet and record areas where they believe each letter or number matches a correlation.  Encourage teachers to discuss ideas and list any comments or questions they have.  

After they have finished.  Begin with the objective section on the HO 7A Facilitator Annotated Lesson plan, and discuss the correlations they notice.  GL endpoints  are on the next slide. 



Note:  Tell teachers that the number of pegs on the Lego doesn’t represent the number of bond sites on the element.  It is a way to show students how specific items combine only with certain other items ..the Lego..
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Grade Level Endpoints

All substances are made up of 100 different types of atoms which combine with one another in various  ways. 

Atoms form molecules that range in size from two to thousands of atoms. 

Pure substances are made from a single type of atom or molecule; 









Notes: After the teachers have located the endpoints show this slide. 

These are the endpoints the lesson addresses. 
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Wrap- up

What were the strengths of this lesson?

What were the weaknesses? 

How well does it correlate with Next Generation Science Standards?

What additions or substitutions would strengthen this lesson. 









Notes: Slide will be blank when it appears.  Click through each question and allow “wait time” for participants to answer. 
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Additional Lesson Components: 

Analogies - add to elaboration section 

Foldable - add to the evaluation section

Molecules and Compounds worksheet -  Extension 1

Extension 3: use a molecular model set to construct models of compounds. 











Note: HO 7B Lego Additional Components: pass out to participants so they can examine additions. 
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Life Science Lesson

It’s in the Genes









HO 8 Life Science Lesson Genetics - 1 copy for each participant.  You may briefly describe the lesson or allow groups to do so.  Instructions on the next slide. 

Each group work through process and evaluate the lesson and mark correlations to NGSS. 

They may also suggest additions to the lesson that will increase the correlation.  



Facilitator may want each group to describe the changes on a chart paper.  

Groups present changes to whole group for comparison. 
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Life Science Lesson

Mark correlations on the Documentation Template 

Record the letter or number on the lesson plan where you find evidence of these correlations. 

Determine Grade Level Endpoints (from the K-12 Document)











Allow enough time for teachers to evaluate the lesson plan in their groups.  They should mark the documentation sheet and record areas where they believe each letter or number matching a correlation is found.  Encourage teachers to discuss ideas and list any comments or questions they have.  

After they have finished.  Begin with the objective section on the Facilitator Annotated Lesson plan, and discuss the correlations they notice.  
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Wrap-Up

How well does this lesson correlate to NGSS expectations?

How you could modify the lesson to increase the correlation to NGSS?  

List your changes/additions on chart paper.

Describe the changes to all participants.  









If time allows: 

Provide a chart paper for each group. (If time is short discuss ideas from groups.)

Ask groups to discuss and list their changes on the chart.  

Each group will present ideas to all the participants.  
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Reflection/Close

Please use the QR Code to access the evaluation form for the workshop. 

Paper copies are also available. 









Change as needed:  Provide reflection sheet for participants, complete a 3-2-1 Strategy Activity, or hold a short discussion of their comments. 

Complete the workshop evaluation online or use the paper copy.   
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      Seismic Times Data Table

		Location		Date		Magnitude		Deaths/Injury                  		Damage

		 
New Zealand		 
Sept. 10 2010		 
7.0
 		      
 0		 
Significant

		 
 
San Francisco, 
California		 
 
Oct. 17 1989		 
 
6.9		      
 
  62 deaths		Unbelievable damage with extensive collapse of buildings and structures.

		Haiti		Jan. 10 2010		7.0		100,000 deaths           
3 million injuries		Unimaginable, complete.

		 
Japan		 
Jan. 1 2012		 
7.0		      
  0		Shaking of buildings with insignificant damage.

		 
Armenian		 
Dec. 10, 1988		 
6.9		 
45,000 dead
500,000 injuries		Complete destruction of area cities.

		 
Chile		 
Mar. 26 2012		 
7.1		 
3 injured		 
No major damage













The data table from Seismic News.  Participants will think about the inconsistencies.  

This shows that some earthquakes produce more damage and death than others.  The areas of few injuries could be less populated or the buildings could be designed with earthquake resistant features.  In some cases the area may be farther from the epicenter which allows the energy to dissipate.    
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             Crustal Plate Map





Earthquakes located at red stars. 









Distribution Data Map:  This crustal plate map shows examples of the locations of earthquakes on plate boundaries.  If student groups each locate earthquakes and add them to a master map they will begin to see a pattern of location. 
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              Seismology Map





90% of all earthquakes occur on plate boundaries

Google Earth Map









This seismic map shows the earthquake distribution along plate boundaries.  Scientists used this data to create the plate boundary maps. 
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           USGS Google Earth Map



Historical GE map of earthquake locations











This map is a screen shot of the Google Earth earthquake map from USGS.  The link to this resource is in the resources list.  You may want to download the map to GE and access it online during the workshop so teachers can see examples of where earthquakes are locate.  Mousing over an earthquake shows the location, date and magnitude.  
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NGSS Summer PD Grade 6-8 Agenda (Day2) 
 


8:30-9:30…… Begin PowerPoint - NGSS Grades 6-8: Brief list of Day 1 


o HO 1: The Three Dimensions of the Framework. Briefly review the information 


covered in Day 1 


o HO 2: Reflection Cards Activity  


1. Provide reflection cards for each group.  


 Ask participants to write their response to one question.  


 Each in turn reads their response and asks others for their ideas.  


 After all are finished the group lists 3 aha’s or main concerns 


 Post these or chart as desired.  


 Address additional concerns.  


9:30-10:30…..Review Exemplar Earthquake Lesson (Whole Group) 


NOTE: Presenter will have copies of all three lessons and detailed notes are in the 


PowerPoint. View the PowerPoint Lesson Review for “Whole Lot of Shakin’ Goin’ On” 


o Engage: Video 


o Explore: HO 3 Seismic Times (Teachers complete this phase of the lesson by 


collecting data related to earthquakes and create a data table) 


o Explain: Discuss the data using questions from the lesson.   


o Elaborate: HO 4 Earthquake Distribution and Map 


o Extend: HO 5 Entire Lesson Plan, review building design sections 


10:30-11:30….. Evaluation of the Lesson 


o HO 6: Documentation Template  


o Groups: Evaluate evidence for Practices and Cross-Cutting Concepts that are 


embedded in the lesson.  


o Each participant review and annotate the lesson using the Documentation Template.  


o Suggest additional Practices and CCC that could be added to the lesson 


11:30-12:30…. Lunch 


12:30-1:30…..  Explore and Evaluate Elements Using Legos Lesson (Group Work). 


o HO 7: Elements with Legos Lesson 


o Each group work through the process for evaluating and modifying NGSS lesson. 


o Presenter will facilitate and answer questions as groups progress (gradual release). 


o Participants review the new lesson changes and additions.  


12:30-2:00…..  Explore and Evaluate the Genetics Lesson 


o HO 8: It’s in the Genes Lesson  


o Each group work through process for evaluating and creating an NGSS lesson. 


2:00-3:00…..   Groups present ideas on lesson additions to whole group for comparison. 


3:00-3:30…..   Review and Close- Provide reflection sheet/evaluation/3-2-1 Strategy Activity. 


 








A Framework for K-12 Science Education 


Three Dimensions of the Framework  
(Book p3, PDF p18) 


 


I.  Scientific and Engineering Practices: Standards of Science Practice 
 


Eight Standards of Science Practice (Section 3) (42, 57) 


1. Asking Questions & Defining Problems (54, 69) 


2. Developing and Using Models (56, 71) 


3. Planning and Carrying Out Investigations (59, 74) 


4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data (61, 76) 


5. Using Mathematics, Information & Computer technology, and Computational Thinking (64, 79) 


6. Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions (67, 82) 


7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence (71, 86) 


8. Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information (74, 89) 


II. Crosscutting Concepts: Those having applicability across science disciplines 
 


Seven Crosscutting Concepts of the Framework (Section 4) (84, 99) 


A.  Patterns (85, 100) 


B.  Cause and effect (87, 102) 


C.  Scale, proportion, and quantity (89, 104) 


D.  Systems and system models (91, 106) 


E.  Energy and matter (94, 109) 


F.  Structure and function (96, 111) 


                  G.  Stability and change (98, 113) 


 


III.  Disciplinary Core Ideas: Describes the core ideas of Physical, Life, Earth & Space 


Sciences, and of the relationships among Science, Engineering and Technology. 
 


Physical Science Section 5 (103, 118) 


 Core Idea PS1: Matter and its Interactions (106, 121) 


 -PS1.A  Structure and Properties of Matter 


 -PS1.B  Chemical Reactions 


 -PS1.C  Nuclear Processes 


 Core Idea PS2:  Motion and Stability:  Forces and Interactions (113, 128) 


 -PS2.A  Forces and Motion 


 -PS2.B  Types of Interactions 


 -PS2.C  Stability and Instability in Physical Systems 


 Core Idea PS3:  Energy (120, 135) 


 -PS3.A  Definition of Energy 


 -PS3.B  Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer 


 -PS3.C  Relationship Between Energy and Forces 


 -PS3.D  Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life 


 Core Idea PS4:  Waves & Applications in Technologies for Information Transfer (130, 145) 


 -PS4.A  Wave Properties 


 -PS4.B  Electromagnetic Radiation 


 -PS4.C  Information Technologies and Instrumentation 


HO 1 







Life Sciences (Section 6) (139, 154) 


 Core Idea LS1:  From Molecules to Organisms:  Structures and Processes (143, 158) 


 -LS1.A  Structure and Function 


 -LS1.B  Growth and Development of Organisms 


 -LS1.C  Organization for Matter and Energy Flow in Organisms 


 -LS1.D  Information Processing 


 Core Idea LS2:  Ecosystems:  Interaction, Energy, and Dynamics (150, 165) 


 -LS2.A  Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems 


 -LS2.B  Cycles of Matter and Energy Transfer in Ecosystems 


 -LS2.C  Ecosystems Dynamics, Functioning, and Resilience 


 -Ls2.D  Social Interactions and Group Behavior 


 Core Idea LS2:  Heredity:  Inheritance and Variation of Traits (157, 172) 


 -LS3.A  Inheritance of Traits 


 -LS3.B  Variation of Traits 


 Core Idea LS4:  Biological Evolution:  Unity and Diversity (161, 176) 


 -LS4.A  Evidence of Common Ancestry and Diversity 


 -LS4.B  Natural Selection 


 -LS4.C  Adaptation 


 -LS4.D  Biodiversity and Humans 
 


Earth and Space Sciences  (Section 7) (169, 184) 


 Core Idea ESS1:  Earth's Place in the Universe (173, 188) 


 -ESS1.A  The Universe and Its Stars 


 -ESS1.B  Earth and the Solar System 


 -ESS1.C  The History of Planet Earth 


 Core Idea ESS2:  Earth's Systems (179, 194) 


 -ESS2.A  Earth Materials and Systems 


 -ESS2.B  Plate Tectonics and Large0Scale System Interactions 


 -ESS2.C  The Roles of Water in Earth's Surface Processes 


 -ESS2.D  Weather and Climate 


 -ESS2.E  Biogeology 


 Core Idea ESS3:  Earth and Human Activity (190, 205) 


 -ESS3.A  Natural Resources 


 -ESS3.B  Natural Hazards 


 -ESS3.C  Human Impacts on Earth Systems 


 -ESS3.D  Global Climate Change 
 


Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science  (Section 8) (201, 216) 


 Core Idea ETS1:  Engineering Design (204, 219) 


 -ETS1.A  Defining and Delimiting and Engineering Problem 


 -ETS1.B  Developing Possible Solutions 


 -ETS1.C  Optimizing the Design Solution 


 Core Idea ETS2:  Links Among Engineering, Technology, Science and Society (210, 225) 


 -ETS2A.  Interdependence of Science, Engineering, and Technology 


 -ETS2.B  Influence of Engineering, Technology and Science on Society & Natural World 
 


Integrating the Three Dimensions (Section 9) (217, 232) 
 


This framework is a multiyear progression that deepens understanding of crosscutting concepts and 


disciplinary core ideas.  All three dimensions need to be integrated into the system of standards, 


curriculum, instruction, and assessment. There is no single approach on how to integrate these 


dimensions and examples of how it can be achieved are needed.  






		How do you envision your teaching style and your interaction with students changing as NGSS is implemented in your classroom?

		[bookmark: _GoBack]What cross-cutting concept(s) do you feel will be the most challenging to teach and why?



		Select 2 of the science practices from the new K-12 Framework and describe how you will incorporate them into your lessons.

		What suggestions do you have for ways that professional development could meet the needs of teachers as they implement the NGSS?



		What do you feel are the most beneficial or teacher-friendly feature(s) of the NGSS?

		Explain what you anticipate the most difficult transition for you as a teacher will be as you implement the NGSS?



		

		










The Seismic News 


Group Member Names: __________________________________________________________ 


Instructions:  


1. Each group member will read a different news articles related to an earthquake that has 


occurred somewhere on earth and highlight the quantitative and qualitative data 


related to the earthquake. 


2. Each group member will discuss their findings with the others.    


3. When everyone has finished, the group will create a table to display the data that was 


identified.    


Answer the following questions related to the data: 


4. Compare the data for the different earthquakes.  What differences do you notice?   


 


5. Describe the factors that could explain these differences.   


 


 


Earthquake Data Table: 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


HO 3 







 
 


                                          The Seismic News ‐ Key 
 


Quantitative Data refers to numbers and comparable events.  Qualitative refers to 


inferences made from data.  Damage is qualitative in that it requires a deduction or 


subjective evaluation based on observations. The following data can be derived from the 


Seismic Times articles. 


             Location                         Date               Magnitude         Deaths/Injury                  Damage 


 
New Zealand 


 
Sept. 10 2010 


 
7.0 
 


       
 0 


 
Significant 


 
 
San Francisco,  
California 


 
 
Oct. 17 1989 


 
 
6.9 


       
 
  62 deaths 


Unbelievable 
damage with 
extensive 
collapse of 
buildings and 
structures. 


Haiti  Jan. 10 2010  7.0  100,000 deaths           
3 million injuries 


Unimaginable, 
complete. 


 
Japan 


 
Jan. 1 2012 


 
7.0 


       
  0 


Shaking of 
buildings with 
insignificant 
damage. 


 
Armenian 


 
Dec. 10, 1988 


 
6.9 


 
45,000 dead 
500,000 injuries 


Complete 
destruction of 
area cities. 


 
Chile 


 
Mar. 26 2012 


 
7.1 


 
3 injured 


 
No major 
damage 
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No deaths 
reported after 


powerful quake 
strikes New 


Zealand 
Written by: [CNN Wire Staff]


Officials declared a 
state of emergency 
Saturday, 
September 10, 
2010 after a 
powerful predawn 
earthquake struck 
near Christchurch, 
New Zealand, 
sending people into 
the streets as 
windows exploded, 
water mains broke 
and buildings 
crumbled. 


No deaths were 
immediately 
reported. 


The Christchurch 
City Council 
declared a state of 
emergency in 
response to what it 
called "significant 
damage," just 
hours after the 7.0-
magnitude 
earthquake rattled 
residents.           
The order allows 
authorities to force 
evacuations and 
prohibit entry into 
areas believed 
unsafe. Officials in 
Selwyn, a rural 
district near where 


the quake hit, also 
declared a state of 
local emergency. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


SEISMIC TIMES 
HO 3 A 







 


Hospitals Flooded 
with Injured 


Victims after San 
Francisco 


Earthquake 
Written by: [CNN Wire Staff]


On October 17, 1989 
an earthquake 
occurred along the 
San Andreas Fault, in 
the city of Loma 
Prieta near San 
Francisco, California.  
 
The earthquake had a 
Magnitude of 6.9 and 
it is estimated that 
about 62 people were 
killed.  Most were 
killed when a double 
decked freeway in 
Oakland collapsed.  
Emergency crews are 
working to recover 
bodies from crushed 
cars caught under the 
rubble.   
 


By contrast, about 10 
months earlier, an 
earthquake with a 
similar magnitude of 
6.8 occurred in 
Spitak, Armenia 
(Soviet Union) killing 
over 25,000.   
 
Officials in California 
have reported 
"unbelievable 
damage to structures" 
with collapsed 
bridges and freeways, 
fires, shattered 
buildings, gaping 
cracks in roads and 
landslides. 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


SEISMIC TIMES 
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Haiti Earthquake: 
Thousands 


Feared Dead 


Written by: [CNN Wire Staff]


January 13, 2010-
Haitian President 
Rene Preval has said 
thousands of people 
are feared dead 
following a huge 
earthquake which has 
devastated the 
country's capital. 
 
The 7.0-magnitude 
quake, Haiti's 
worst in two 
centuries, struck 
on Tuesday.  
Prime Minister 
Jean-Max Bellerive 
told US network 
CNN he believed 
more than 100,000 
people had died.  


Describing the 
scene in the capital 
as "unimaginable", 
he said: 
"Parliament has 
collapsed. The tax 
office has 
collapsed. Schools 
and hospitals have 
collapsed.” The 
Red Cross says up 
to three million 
people are 
affected. 
  
Stressing a major 
international relief 
effort would be 
needed, the UN 
Secretary General 


said the UN would 
immediately 
release $10 million 
pounds (£6.15m) 
from its 
emergency 
response fund. 
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New Year’s Day 


Earthquake Rocks 
Japan 


Written by: [AP Wire Staff]


January 1, 2012 


A 7.0-magnitude 
earthquake struck 
under the sea south 
of Japan today, 
shaking buildings in 
the capital but 
causing no apparent 
damage or tsunami. 
The quake struck 
near the uninhabited 
island of Torishima in 
the Pacific Ocean, 
about 370 miles south 
of Tokyo, and its 
epicenter was about 
230 miles below the 
sea, the National 
Meteorological 
Agency said. 
Buildings in the Tokyo 


area shook, but no 
damage or injuries 
were reported. 
Express trains in 
northern and central 
Japan were 
suspended 
temporarily for safety 
checks but later 
resumed service. No 
abnormalities were 
reported at power 
plants including the 
tsunami-crippled 
Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Plant which 
was previously 
damaged during a 
March earthquake.   
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1988: Death Toll 


Rises in Armenian 
Earthquake 


Written by: [BBC News Staff]


December 10, 1988- 
 
Up to 45,000 people 
have died and a 
further 500,000 are 
homeless after the 
devastating 
earthquake which 
ripped through 
Armenia, official 
figures revealed 
today. 


Rescue work is 
currently still 
concentrating on 
finding any survivors, 
but hope is waning in 
Armenia which 
borders Turkey and 
Azerbaijan. 


The Soviet Union 
declared today a 
national day of 
mourning as the 
death toll rose and 
President Gorbachev 
toured the cities 
devastated by the 
earthquake. 


The earthquake 
measured 6.9 on the 
Richter scale and 
affected an area 80 
kilometers in 
diameter. 


Spitak, a town of 
25,000 inhabitants, 
has been completely 
destroyed and cannot 
be rebuilt - With most 


of Armenia covered in 
high-rise buildings the 
consequences have 
been devastating. 
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7.1 Magnitude 
Earthquake 


Strikes Central 
Chile 


Written by: [CNN Wire Staff]


26 March 2012 
 


A 7.1-magnitude 
earthquake hit 
central Chile on 
Sunday, injuring 
three people and 
prompting 
emergency officials 
to order an 
evacuation along 
parts of the coast. 
 
There were no 
immediate reports 
of major damage. 
The earthquake 
struck a few miles 
north-northwest of 
Talca, the U.S. 
Geological Survey 


said.  
No tsunami 
warning was 
issued but 
authorities issued 
an evacuation 
order late Sunday 
as a preventative 
measure.  
 
Three people were 
injured as a result 
of the quake, 
emergency officials 
said. One person 
was in a traffic 
accident in the 
Biobio region and 
two people 
sustained light 


injuries when a 
ceiling collapsed. 
Talca was one of 
the cities hit hard 
by a devastating 
8.8-magnitude 
earthquake in 
2010.  
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World Population Density with Earthquake Locations





		HO 3 Seismic News instructions

		HO 3 key Seismic News Data Table

		HO 3A Zew Zealand Seismic News 

		HO 3B San Francisco Seismic News 

		HO 3C Haiti Seismic News

		HO 3D Japanese Seismic News

		HO 3E Armenia Seismic News

		HO 3F Chile Seismic News

		HO 3 G Seismic News population density
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PLATE BOUNDARY MAP
This map is from Dietmar Mueller, Univ. of Sydney


This map is part of "Discovering Plate Boundaries," a classroom


exercise developed by Dale S. Sawyer at Rice University (dale@rice.edu).


Additional information about this exercise can be found at


http://terra.rice.edu/plateboundary .





		HO 4 Earthquake Distribution Data

		HO 4A Crustal Plate Boundary Map
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Whole Lot of Shakin’ Goin’ On  
 


Author: Arkansas Science Specialists Date: April 4, 2012 


 


Arkansas Frameworks: 
http://arkedu.state.ar.us/curriculum/benchmarks.html#Science  


Next Generation Science Standards:  (insert after NGSS is released) 


Essential Questions: 
Is it possible to determine seismic risk of various locations on the earth?  
Has increased population changed earthquake risk?  
What measures can be taken to reduce earthquake risk?  
 


Science/Engineering Practices: 
1. Asking questions and defining problems 
2. Developing and using models 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data 
6. Constructing explanations and designing solutions 
7. Engaging in Argument from evidence 
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information  


 


Disciplinary Core Ideas:  
ESS3.B, ETS1-A, ETS2-C, ETS2 


Cross-cutting Concepts:  
A. Patterns 
B. Cause and effect. mechanism and explanation 
D. Systems and system models 
F. Structure and function 
G. Stability and change 


 


Grade Level End-point (From K-12 Framework):  
Earth Science ESS3:B 
By the end of Grade 5: A variety of hazards result from natural processes (e.g., earthquakes, 
tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, severe weather, floods, coastal erosion). Humans cannot 
eliminate natural hazards but they can take steps to reduce their impacts.   
By the end of Grade 8: Some natural hazards, such as volcanic eruptions and severe 
weather, are preceded by phenomena that allow for reliable predictions.  Others, such as 
earthquakes, occur suddenly and with no notice, and thus they are not yet predictable.  
However, mapping the history of natural hazards in a region, combined with an 
understanding of related geological forces can help forecast the locations and likelihood of 
events.   
 
 


HO 5 



http://arkedu.state.ar.us/curriculum/benchmarks.html#Science
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Objectives:  


 Create a data table and analyze information related to specific earthquakes. 


 Identify areas on the earth where earthquakes are most likely to occur? 


 Design, construct and modify model buildings that can withstand a simulated 
earthquake.  


 Establish design guidelines or “building codes” from observations of various designs 
of model buildings.  
 


 


Class Time: 3-4 class periods  
Day 1: Analyze news reports, locate earthquakes on maps. .   
Day 2: Examine locations of earthquakes and discuss distribution. Complete building 


designs and submit. 
Day 3: Construct and test buildings.   
Day 4: Students prepare visual poster and present their assessment of their building design. 
The entire class can determine a building code that produces the safest building.  
(Limitations to height, size of base, shape of entire structure, shape of support structures in 
side walls etc.) 
 


Key Vocabulary Terms: earthquake, epicenter, p-wave, s-wave, Richter Scale, qualitative 
and quantitative data, seismic zone, crustal plate boundary.  


 
Materials: (For each group) 1 set of Seismic News Articles, data chart, wall map of the 
world, earthquake data distribution sheet, individual maps, group kits of various materials 
used for building construction, rulers, poster paper.  One shake table for the class.  
 


Teacher Preparation: 


 Print the articles and data charts.   


 Hang a large wall map of the world or locate one for the Smart Board.  


 Construct a shake table from models and instructions online (references provided.) 


 Collect materials for model buildings and prepare kits for teams.  The teacher may 
choose to use one type of material, or give a variety that students select from. 
Suggested materials- thin spaghetti and mini-marshmallows for connectors, 
toothpicks and clay blobs for connectors, paper and tape that can be used to form 
construction tubes, or a variety of materials such as cardboard, tape, paper, straws, 
craft sticks, plastic drink cups, foam plates etc.  


 


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
An earthquake begins when stress on large blocks of rock becomes greater than the 
strength of the rock. The rock fractures, releasing vast amounts of energy. This energy is 
carried outward in all directions by various seismic waves, some of which can reach the 
opposite side of the earth in about twenty minutes. The further the waves travel from the 
focus of the earthquake, the weaker they become. 
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Throughout history earthquakes have caused destruction in seismic risk zones, and even 
though technology has improved the structure of buildings in many areas, the 
unpredictability of earthquakes still presents problems.  High risk areas have been 
identified through tracking of earthquakes and their locations on the earth (many along 
crustal plate boundaries).   
As the population increases more people live near seismic risk areas and in many cases the 
buildings are not created to withstand earthquakes.  When an earthquake occurs in a 
densely populated area with few (or no) building codes, the result is often injury and death 
to thousands (Haiti, 2011).  In this lesson students investigate actual data related to 
earthquakes and speculate on why the injuries varied from one incident to the next.  They 
then build a model building and test its ability to withstand a simulated earthquake.  The 
lesson encourages student engineering and inventiveness, team cooperation to design and 
modify a structure, and analysis of their work.    
 


 


LESSON PROCEDURE 


Pre-Assessment Plan: 
Students should have an understanding of earthquakes resulting from the release of energy 
from areas of stress within the earth.  The energy is transferred through the rock and may 
cause violent motions of the crust.  They should know that intensity can be measured using 
the Richter Scale and have some knowledge of the various types of earthquake waves, such 
as P-waves, and S-waves.  The teacher should provide lessons related to these topics and 
assess the student understanding prior to doing the earthquake locations and building 
construction.  
  


Introduction (Elicit) None will be used for this lesson. 


 
Engage:  
Show a short video of the damage done by an earthquake that has recently been in the 
news (i.e. Haiti).  Comment on the widespread destruction and tell students they will be 
exploring the reasons for earthquake destruction and possible solutions.   
 


 
Explore:  


 Divide students into groups of 4-5 and pass out the Seismic News articles and the 
data table instructions.  


 Tell the students to read their article silently and highlight data they find.  Afterward 
they will each share what they read.   


 The group will develop one data chart that will be shared with the entire class.   


 They will describe the differences they see in the data and propose reasons.  
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Explain: 


 If a SMART Board is available, display a blank data chart (or draw one on the board 
or chart paper). (A completed data table is included in the lesson resources.)  


 Ask one group to share the kind of data categories they included.   


 Determine if other groups agree or have other categories to include.   


 Ask which categories are qualitative/quantitative.   


 Let group members to come to the board and add their data.  
Questions:  


 Do you notice similarity in the data?  Are there differences or inconsistencies in the 
data? (The Richter scale value is approximately the same for all quakes.  There are 
differences in the number of deaths/injuries and the amount of damage observed. 
The earthquakes occurred during different time spans.) 


 Can you describe something that seems unusual in the data? (Even though the 
earthquakes are about the same magnitude some resulted in no deaths.) 


 What do you think might account for these differences?  (Some earthquake 
locations weren’t densely populated, the buildings were built to withstand 
earthquakes in some areas but not in others, or areas may have been farther from 
the epicenter.) 


 What evidence do you have for your ideas? (Knowledge of the locations of the 
earthquakes, or students can refer to maps.)  


 What other questions could you ask and research that might help you determine 
the reasons for these differences? (Knowing more about the buildings that were 
destroyed, what time of day the earthquake occurred to determine if people were 
asleep, at work, or outdoors, and knowing the population of the area.) 


 What could account for the differences in the number of dead/injured and the 
amount of building damage? (If some areas had no building codes then many 
people may be killed as the poorly built structures collapse.) 
 


Evaluate:  
Assess student ability to construct the data table and their answers to questions.  
 


Elaborate:    
Ask students if they think there should be more precautions taken in some places on earth 
than others because more earthquakes happen in these locations. (Students may not 
realize it at this time, but some areas are more prone to earthquakes.) 
Ask how they could determine if there were areas of higher seismic risk. (Discuss reviewing 
historical data on earthquakes and where they occur to look for patterns. Mapping this 
could show areas of greater risk if they exist.) 
Procedure: 


 Give each group the Earthquake Data Distribution Sheet and a map of the world.   
(Divide the data and give each group only part of the list to save time.) 


 Tell them to locate each earthquake listed on the map of the world and label each 
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area with a dot and a number.  


 When they finish, ask random members to place a sticky dot on the display map 
where the earthquakes are located.    


Questions: (Post these questions and ask each group to discuss. Afterwards they can report 
their observations to the class.) 


 Do you notice any patterns related to where earthquakes occur? (They may notice 
that the earthquakes occur more frequently in some areas.) 


 What other information might be helpful in determining if there is a pattern? 
(Plotting more earthquakes) You may want to display another map showing many 
earthquakes or use the Google Earth files included in the technology links.  


 Compare the master wall map showing the earthquake locations to the plate 
boundary map.  What do you notice? (Many of the earthquakes are located on the 
plate boundaries.) 


 How do you think scientists may have constructed the map of plate boundaries? (By 
mapping many locations of earthquakes and other events such as volcanic eruption 
over a long period of time.) 


 How can this information help us in better protecting populations from the hazards 
of earthquakes? (Known seismic risk areas can monitor earthquakes closely, and 
create evacuation plans, and building codes that enable buildings to withstand the 
earthquakes.) 


 


Extend:  
Tell students they will design and create model buildings and then test them on a shake 
table that simulates various wave motions caused by an earthquake.  You may wish to 
divide students into different (or smaller) groups for the building activity.  They are to 
discuss the design and scale, and create a diagram of the proposed building design 
including the measurements.  Tell them to justify measurements and design features in 
their plan where possible.  Give them material kits, or allow them to make selections from 
available materials. 
Use the sheet “Shake Table Testing” to allow self-evaluation of their designs.  
 
After tests are complete the students will create a visual or poster that includes: 


 The design drawing 


 The test results 


 Weaknesses/strengths in the design 


 Suggestions about structure and design limitations that seem to create the stability 
or instability.  (You might use an example of how car manufactures test cars to 
determine how much impact a car can withstand, and what design features can 
help eliminate damage and injury.)   
 


When all groups have completed their presentations, students should evaluate the best 
design suggestions and develop specifications for earthquake resistant structures.  If time 
allows, they may redesign their buildings for a second series of tests with the shake table.  
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Discuss with students the limitations of their designs to simulate the real world design 
specifications necessary to produce buildings.   
 
Teaching Note: If the amount of material is limited and all groups have the same materials, 
then the design will determine the durability rather than the material itself.  If students 
choose their own materials, and a price for each is included, they can also determine a cost 
to construct the building which can be compared to the durability.  The method is left to 
the discretion of the teacher.  You may also impose time limits on design and construction 
of the building itself.   
 
 


Evaluate: 


 Assess students on details of their design drawing, the stability of their building 
design, their ability to work as a team, how much thought they put into the original 
design and suggestions for improvement, how well they assess the limitations and 
features of their design.  


 


Additional Extensions: 


 Research earthquake preparedness or building codes in areas prone to earth quake 
in the region or state.    


 View videos or photos of large shake tables used by industry to test buildings in the 
real world.  


 Review the “ABC’s of Building Codes” to connect the building to real-world concerns 
related to buildings.   


 
 


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES and CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 


Math: If materials used for the buildings are priced, then students can do a cost analysis of 
their building.  Students will also measure using rulers.   


Language Arts: 


 
Social Studies: Historical accounts of earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault are available 
online.  


Parental Involvement: Parents may be able to donate supplies to use in buildings.  


 
Technology Connections: 
Locate earthquakes as related to plate boundaries with online maps and view earthquakes 
in real time.  
Google Earth: USGS KMZ/KML files on real time earthquakes displayed in Google Earth (free 
download): http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/feed/  
Real time maps of earthquakes. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 
 



http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/feed/

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/
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Resources and Bibliography:  
Online news articles from BBC, AP, New York Times and other sources.  
Simple Shake Table: Raft Ideas http://www.raftbayarea.org/readpdf?isid=374 
Built with binder covers and rubber balls.  
Shake Table: This table is built with PVC and a piece of plywood and other materials for a 
cost of about $15. http://nees.org/resources/2938   
Slinky Simulation: Simulate the way P and S waves propagate using a toy slinky. 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/activezone/slinky.html 
Earthquake Resistant Buildings: Explanations and structural details that make building 
more resistant to vibrations.  http://www.ideers.bris.ac.uk/resistant/resist_home.html  
Earthquake Towers Challenge: A competition in tower construction with soda straws.  
http://www.mysciencebox.org/book/export/html/596 
Design Evaluation Worksheet: Modified from Teach Engineering. 
http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_sei
smicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro  
Library of Congress: 1812 Article on Charleston Earthquake.  
http://memory.loc.gov/rbc/rbpe/rbpe04/rbpe049/04901600/001dr.jpg 
Earthquake Prediction: Short videos on earthquake prediction and other topics. 
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.japan/ 
 
 


Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 


                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.raftbayarea.org/readpdf?isid=374

http://nees.org/resources/2938

http://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/activezone/slinky.html

http://www.ideers.bris.ac.uk/resistant/resist_home.html

http://www.mysciencebox.org/book/export/html/596

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro

http://memory.loc.gov/rbc/rbpe/rbpe04/rbpe049/04901600/001dr.jpg

http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.japan/
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                                          The Seismic News - Key 
 


 
Quantitative Data refers to numbers and comparable events.  Qualitative refers to inferences made 


from data.  Damage is qualitative in that it requires a deduction or subjective evaluation based on 


observations. The following data can be derived from the Seismic Times articles. 


        Location                         Date               Magnitude         Deaths/Injury                  Damage 


 
New Zealand 


 
Sept. 10 2010 


 
7.0 
 


       
 0 


 
Significant 


 
 
San Francisco,  
California 


 
 
Oct. 17 1989 


 
 
6.9 


       
 
  62 deaths 


Unbelievable 
damage with 
extensive 
collapse of 
buildings and 
structures. 


Haiti Jan. 10 2010 7.0 100,000 deaths           
3 million injuries 


Unimaginable, 
complete. 


 
Japan 


 
Jan. 1 2012 


 
7.0 


       
  0 


Shaking of 
buildings with 
insignificant 
damage. 


 
Armenian 


 
Dec. 10, 1988 


 
6.9 


 
45,000 dead 
500,000 injuries 


Complete 
destruction of 
area cities. 


  
Chile 


 
Mar. 26 2012 
 


 
7.1 


 
3 injured 


 
No major 
damage 
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Whole Lot of Shakin’ - Design Worksheet 


Team members: __________________________________________________________ 


Design 


Goal: Create and evaluate an earthquake resistant building with the materials provided.   
Discuss different designs with your design team before beginning.  In the space below, draw 
the design for your building.  Label all the materials used in your designs and include 
measurements. 
* Remember—you are not required to use all the materials! * 
 
Model Building/Structure Design 
(Materials: _________________________________________________________________) 
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Shake Table Testing 


1. Which type(s) of seismic wave(s) does the shake table simulate?  
  P-waves  S-waves  Crustal waves  Rayleigh waves 


 Explain these movements. 
 
 


 


Earthquake Test 
2. How long did your building last through the earthquake simulation? 
 
 
3. Describe what happened to your building while it was going through the “earthquake.” 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


4. Create a visual poster: Be prepared to present your findings to the class. 
Include: design drawing, weaknesses of your design, strengths of the design, suggested 
modifications.   
 


5. Based on what you noticed and the information each group presented, which design 
features and strategies were most effective in withstanding the simulated earthquake?  


 
 
 
 
 
 
6. With the whole class develop a list of “building codes and specifications” for the most 


earthquake proof design.  List your suggestions below.  
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HO 5 A Whole Lot of Shakin’ Goin’ On  
 


Author: Arkansas Science Specialists Date: April 4, 2012 


 


Arkansas Frameworks: 
http://arkedu.state.ar.us/curriculum/benchmarks.html#Science  


Next Generation Science Standards:  (insert after NGSS is released) 


Essential Questions: 
Is it possible to determine seismic risk of various locations on the earth?  
Has increased population changed earthquake risk?  
What measures can be taken to reduce earthquake risk?  
 


Science/Engineering Practices: 
1. Asking questions and defining problems 
2. Developing and using models 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data 
6. Constructing explanations and designing solutions 
7. Engaging in Argument from evidence 
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information  


 


Disciplinary Core Ideas:  
ESS3.B, ETS1-A, ETS2-C, ETS2 


Cross-cutting Concepts:  
A. Patterns 
B. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation 
D. Systems and system models 
F. Structure and function 
G. Stability and change 


 


Grade Level End-point (From K-12 Framework):  
Earth Science ESS3:B 
By the end of Grade 5: A variety of hazards result from natural processes (e.g., earthquakes, 
tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, severe weather, floods, coastal erosion). Humans cannot 
eliminate natural hazards but they can take steps to reduce their impacts.   
By the end of Grade 8: Some natural hazards, such as volcanic eruptions and severe 
weather, are preceded by phenomena that allow for reliable predictions.  Others, such as 
earthquakes, occur suddenly and with no notice, and thus they are not yet predictable.  
However, mapping the history of natural hazards in a region, combined with an 
understanding of related geological forces can help forecast the locations and likelihood of 
events.   
 
 



http://arkedu.state.ar.us/curriculum/benchmarks.html#Science
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Objectives:  


 Create a data table and analyze information related to specific earthquakes.          (4)  


 Identify areas on the earth where earthquakes are most likely to occur.                  (D) 


 Design, construct and modify model buildings that can withstand a simulated 
earthquake. (1)(2)(3)(4)(6) (B)(D)(E) 


 Establish design guidelines or “building codes” from observations of various designs 
of model buildings. (2)(3)(4)(5)(6) (B)(D)(A) 
 


 


Class Time: 3-4 class periods  
Day 1: Analyze news reports, locate earthquakes on maps.                                                (4) (A)   
Day 2: Examine locations of earthquakes and discuss distribution. Complete building 


designs and submit. 
Day 3: Construct and test buildings.                                                                    (2)(4)(8) (B)(D)(F) 
Day 4: Students prepare visual poster and present their assessment of their building design. 
The entire class can determine a building code that produces the safest building.  
(Limitations to height, size of base, shape of entire structure, shape of support structures in 
sidewalls etc.)                                                                                                 (4)(6)(7)(8) (A)(B)(D)(F) 
 


Key Vocabulary Terms: earthquake, epicenter, p-wave, s-wave, Richter Scale, qualitative 
and quantitative data, seismic zone, crustal plate boundary.  


 
Materials: (For each group) 1 set of Seismic News Articles, data chart, wall map of the 
world, earthquake data distribution sheet, individual maps, group kits of various materials 
used for building construction, rulers, poster paper.  One shake table for the class.  
 


Teacher Preparation: 


 Print the articles and data charts.   


 Hang a large wall map of the world or locate one for the Smart Board.  


 Construct a shake table from models and instructions online (references provided.) 


 Collect materials for model buildings and prepare kits for teams.  The teacher may 
choose to use one type of material, or give a variety that students select from. 
Suggested materials- thin spaghetti and mini-marshmallows for connectors, 
toothpicks and clay blobs for connectors, paper and tape that can be used to form 
construction tubes, or a variety of materials such as cardboard, tape, paper, straws, 
craft sticks, plastic drink cups, foam plates etc.  


 


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
An earthquake begins when stress on large blocks of rock becomes greater than the 
strength of the rock. The rock fractures, releasing vast amounts of energy. This energy is 
carried outward in all directions by various seismic waves, some of which can reach the 
opposite side of the earth in about twenty minutes. The further the waves travel from the 
focus of the earthquake, the weaker they become. 
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Throughout history earthquakes have caused destruction in seismic risk zones, and even 
though technology has improved the structure of buildings in many areas, the 
unpredictability of earthquakes still presents problems.  High-risk areas have been 
identified through tracking of earthquakes and their locations on the earth (many along 
crustal plate boundaries).   
As the population increases more people live near seismic risk areas and in many cases the 
buildings are not created to withstand earthquakes.  When an earthquake occurs in a 
densely populated area with few (or no) building codes, the result is often injury and death 
to thousands (Haiti, 2011).  In this lesson students investigate actual data related to 
earthquakes and speculate on why the injuries varied from one incident to the next.  They 
then build a model building and test its ability to withstand a simulated earthquake.  The 
lesson encourages student engineering and inventiveness, team cooperation to design and 
modify a structure, and analysis of their work.    


 


LESSON PROCEDURE 


Pre-Assessment Plan: 
Students should have an understanding of earthquakes resulting from the release of energy 
from areas of stress within the earth.  The energy is transferred through the rock and may 
cause violent motions of the crust.  They should know that intensity can be measured using 
the Richter Scale and have some knowledge of the various types of earthquake waves, such 
as P-waves, and S-waves.  The teacher should provide lessons related to these topics and 
assess the student understanding prior to doing the earthquake locations and building 
construction.  
  


Introduction (Elicit) None will be used for this lesson. 


 
Engage:                                                                                                                                           (1) (B) 
Show a short video of the damage done by an earthquake that has recently been in the 
news (i.e. Haiti).  Comment on the widespread destruction and tell students they will be 
exploring the reasons for earthquake destruction and possible solutions.   
                                                                                                                                                         


 
Explore:                                                                                                                           (1)(4)(6)(7) (B) 


 Divide students into groups of 4-5 and pass out the Seismic News articles and the 
data table instructions.  


 Tell the students to read their article silently and highlight data they find.  Afterward 
they will each share what they read.   


 The group will develop one data chart that will be shared with the entire class.   


 They will describe the differences they see in the data and propose reasons.  
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Explain:                                                                                                                            (1)(4)(6)(8) (B)                                                                                                            


 If a SMART Board is available, display a blank data chart (or draw one on the board 
or chart paper). (A completed data table is included in the lesson resources.)  


 Ask one group to share the kind of data categories they included.   


 Determine if other groups agree or have other categories to include.   


 Ask which categories are qualitative/quantitative.   


 Let group members to come to the board and add their data.  
Questions:  


 Do you notice similarity in the data?  Are there differences or inconsistencies in the 
data? (The Richter scale value is approximately the same for all quakes.  There are 
differences in the number of deaths/injuries and the amount of damage observed. 
The earthquakes occurred during different time spans.) 


 Can you describe something that seems unusual in the data? (Even though the 
earthquakes are about the same magnitude some resulted in no deaths.) 


 What do you think might account for these differences?  (Some earthquake 
locations weren’t densely populated, the buildings were built to withstand 
earthquakes in some areas but not in others, or areas may have been farther from 
the epicenter.) 


 What evidence do you have for your ideas? (Knowledge of the locations of the 
earthquakes, or students can refer to maps. )  


 What other questions could you ask and research that might help you determine 
the reasons for these differences? (Knowing more about the buildings that were 
destroyed, what time of day the earthquake occurred to determine if people were 
asleep, at work, or outdoors, and knowing the population of the area.) 


 What could account for the differences in the number of dead/injured and the 
amount of building damage? (If some areas had no building codes then many 
people may be killed as the poorly built structures collapse.) 
 


Evaluate:  
Assess student ability to construct the data table and their answers to questions.  
 


Elaborate:                                                                                                                                      (4) (A) 
Ask students if they think there should be more precautions taken in some places on earth 
than others because more earthquakes happen in these locations. (Students may not 
realize it at this time, but some areas are more prone to earthquakes.) 
Ask how they could determine if there were areas of higher seismic risk. (Discuss reviewing 
historical data on earthquakes and where they occur to look for patterns. Mapping this 
could show areas of greater risk if they exist.)                                                                         
Procedure: 


 Give each group the Earthquake Data Distribution Sheet and a map of the world.   
(Divide the data and give each group only part of the list to save time.) 


 Tell them to locate each earthquake listed on the map of the world and label each 
area with a dot and a number.  
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 When they finish, ask random members to place a sticky dot on the display map 
where the earthquakes are located.    


Questions: (Post these questions and ask each group to discuss. Afterwards they can report 
their observations to the class.) 


 Do you notice any patterns related to where earthquakes occur? (They may notice 
that the earthquakes occur more frequently in some areas.) 


 What other information might be helpful in determining if there is a pattern? 
(Plotting more earthquakes) You may want to display another map showing many 
earthquakes or use the Google Earth files included in the technology links.  


 Compare the master wall map showing the earthquake locations to the plate 
boundary map.  What do you notice? (Many of the earthquakes are located on the 
plate boundaries.) 


 How do you think scientists may have constructed the map of plate boundaries? (By 
mapping many locations of earthquakes and other events such as volcanic eruption 
over a long period of time.) 


 How can this information help us in better protecting populations from the hazards 
of earthquakes? (Known seismic risk areas can monitor earthquakes closely, and 
create evacuation plans, and building codes that enable buildings to withstand the 
earthquakes.) 


 


Extend:                                                                                             (1)(2)(4)(6)(7)(8) (A)(B)(D)(F)(G) 
Tell students they will design and create model buildings and then test them on a shake 
table that simulates various wave motions caused by an earthquake.  You may wish to 
divide students into different (or smaller) groups for the building activity.  They are to 
discuss the design and scale, and create a diagram of the proposed building design 
including the measurements.  Tell them to justify measurements and design features in 
their plan where possible.  Give them material kits, or allow them to make selections from 
available materials. 
Use the sheet “Shake Table Testing” to allow self-evaluation of their designs.  
 
After tests are complete the students will create a visual or poster that includes: 


 The design drawing 


 The test results 


 Weaknesses/strengths in the design 


 Suggestions about structure and design limitations that seem to create the stability 
or instability.  (You might use an example of how car manufactures test cars to 
determine how much impact a car can withstand, and what design features can 
help eliminate damage and injury.)   
 


When all groups have completed their presentations, students should evaluate the best 
design suggestions and develop specifications for earthquake resistant structures.  If time 
allows, they may redesign their buildings for a second series of tests with the shake table.  
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Discuss with students the limitations of their designs to simulate the real world design 
specifications necessary to produce buildings.   
 
Teaching Note: If the amount of material is limited and all groups have the same materials, 
then the design will determine the durability rather than the material itself.  If students 
choose their own materials, and a price for each is included, they can also determine a cost 
to construct the building which can be compared to the durability.  The method is left to 
the discretion of the teacher.  You may also impose time limits on design and construction 
of the building itself.   
 
 


Evaluate: 


 Assess students on details of their design drawing, the stability of their building 
design, their ability to work as a team, how much thought they put into the original 
design and suggestions for improvement, how well they assess the limitations and 
features of their design.  


 


Additional Extensions:                                                                                                     (8) (A)(B)(F) 


 Research earthquake preparedness or building codes in areas prone to earth quake 
in the region or state.    


 View videos or photos of large shake tables used by industry to test buildings in the 
real world.  


 Review the “ABC’s of Building Codes” to connect the building to real-world concerns 
related to buildings.   


 
 


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES and CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS 


Math: If materials used for the buildings are priced, then students can do a cost analysis of 
their building.  Students will also measure using rulers.  
  


Language Arts: 


 
Social Studies: Historical accounts of earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault are available 
online. 
  


Parental Involvement: Parents may be able to donate supplies to use in buildings.  


 
Technology Connections: 
Locate earthquakes as related to plate boundaries with online maps and view earthquakes 
in real time.  
Google Earth: USGS KMZ/KML files on real time earthquakes displayed in Google Earth (free 
download): http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/feed/  
Real time maps of earthquakes. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 



http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/feed/

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/
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Resources and Bibliography:  
Online news articles from BBC, AP, New York Times and other sources.  
Simple Shake Table: Raft Ideas http://www.raftbayarea.org/readpdf?isid=374 
Built with binder covers and rubber balls.  
Shake Table: This table is built with PVC and a piece of plywood and other materials for a 
cost of about $15. http://nees.org/resources/2938   
Slinky Simulation: Simulate the way P and S waves propagate using a toy slinky. 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/activezone/slinky.html 
Earthquake Resistant Buildings: Explanations and structural details that make building 
more resistant to vibrations.  http://www.ideers.bris.ac.uk/resistant/resist_home.html  
Earthquake Towers Challenge: A competition in tower construction with soda straws.  
http://www.mysciencebox.org/book/export/html/596 
Design Evaluation Worksheet: Modified from Teach Engineering. 
http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_sei
smicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro  
Library of Congress: 1812 Article on Charleston Earthquake.  
http://memory.loc.gov/rbc/rbpe/rbpe04/rbpe049/04901600/001dr.jpg 
Earthquake Prediction: Short videos on earthquake prediction and other topics. 
http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.japan/ 
 
 


Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 


                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.raftbayarea.org/readpdf?isid=374

http://nees.org/resources/2938

http://www.exploratorium.edu/faultline/activezone/slinky.html

http://www.ideers.bris.ac.uk/resistant/resist_home.html

http://www.mysciencebox.org/book/export/html/596

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml#intro

http://memory.loc.gov/rbc/rbpe/rbpe04/rbpe049/04901600/001dr.jpg

http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/ess05.sci.ess.earthsys.japan/
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                                          The Seismic News - Key 
 


 
Quantitative Data refers to numbers and comparable events.  Qualitative refers to inferences made 


from data.  Damage is qualitative in that it requires a deduction or subjective evaluation based on 


observations. The following data can be derived from the Seismic Times articles. 


        Location                         Date               Magnitude         Deaths/Injury                  Damage 


 
New Zealand 


 
Sept. 10 2010 


 
7.0 
 


       
 0 


 
Significant 


 
 
San Francisco,  
California 


 
 
Oct. 17 1989 


 
 
6.9 


       
 
  62 deaths 


Unbelievable 
damage with 
extensive 
collapse of 
buildings and 
structures. 


Haiti Jan. 10 2010 7.0 100,000 deaths           
3 million injuries 


Unimaginable, 
complete. 


 
Japan 


 
Jan. 1 2012 


 
7.0 


       
  0 


Shaking of 
buildings with 
insignificant 
damage. 


 
Armenian 


 
Dec. 10, 1988 


 
6.9 


 
45,000 dead 
500,000 injuries 


Complete 
destruction of 
area cities. 
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Whole Lot of Shakin’ - Design Worksheet 


Team members: __________________________________________________________ 


Design 


Goal: Create and evaluate an earthquake resistant building with the materials provided.   
Discuss different designs with your design team before beginning.  In the space below, draw 
the design for your building.  Label all the materials used in your designs and include 
measurements. 
* Remember—you are not required to use all the materials! * 
 
Model Building/Structure Design 
(Materials: _________________________________________________________________) 
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Shake Table Testing 


1. Which type(s) of seismic wave(s) does the shake table simulate?  
  P-waves  S-waves  Crustal waves  Rayleigh waves 


 Explain these movements. 
 
 


 


Earthquake Test 
2. How long did your building last through the earthquake simulation? 
 
 
3. Describe what happened to your building while it was going through the “earthquake.” 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


4. Create a visual poster: Be prepared to present your findings to the class. 
Include: design drawing, weaknesses of your design, strengths of the design, suggested 
modifications.   
 


5. Based on what you noticed and the information each group presented, which design 
features and strategies were most effective in withstanding the simulated earthquake?  


 
 
 
 
 
 
6. With the whole class develop a list of “building codes and specifications” for the most 


earthquake proof design.  List your suggestions below.  
 


 








Next Generation Science Standards Lesson Documentation 
 


NGSS CORE Nomenclature:  
NGSS Core Idea:  


Essential Question:  
Standard(s):  


Science/Engineering Practices: Disciplinary Core Ideas: Crosscutting Concepts: 
Select Practices Used: 


 
 1. Asking Questions and   


    Defining Problems 
 


 2. Developing and Using Models 
  
 3. Planning and Carrying Out     


    Investigations 
 
 4. Analyzing and Interpreting  


    Data 
 


 5. Using Mathematics and  
    Computational Thinking 
 


 6. Constructing Explanations and  
    Designing Solutions 
 


 7. Engaging in Argument from   
    Evidence 
 


 8. Obtaining, Evaluating, and   
    Communicating Information 


Insert Core Ideas Used for Lesson: 
 
 


Select Concepts Used: 
 


 A. Patterns 
 
 B. Cause and effect: Mechanism and  


    explanation 
 
 C. Scale, proportion, and quantity 
 
 D. Systems and system models 
 
 E. Energy and matter: Flows,   


    cycles, and conservation 
 


 F. Structure and function. 
 
 G. Stability and change 
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Expand on Practice Used: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Expand on Crosscutting Concepts Used: 


Connection Standards (Insert all that apply): 
Same Grade Level    


Discipline: 
 
 
 


Lower/Upper Grade         
Level Discipline: 


 
 
 


ELA:  
 


Math:  
 


 
 
 








Common Core State Standards: Reading Science and Technical Subjects 6-12 (RST) 
Grades 6-8 
 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts. 
 
6. Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or 
discussing an experiment in a text. 
 
7. Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words of a text with a 
version of that information expressed visually. 
 
8. Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research findings, and 
speculation in a text. 
 
9. Compare and contras the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, 
or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic. 
 
10. By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend science/technical texts in the grades 6-
8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science and Technical Subjects 
6-12 (WHST) 
Grades 6-8 
 
2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, 
scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes. 
 


a. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, 
and information into broader categories as appropriate to achieving purpose; 
include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and 
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 


b.  Develop the topic with relevant, well-chosen facts, definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples. 


c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the 
relationships among ideas and concepts. 


d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain 
the topic. 


e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone. 
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the 


information or explanation presented. 
 
The generic task template on the next page allows teachers to select formats and insert 
resources and topics that students can use as they develop writing prompts.  This example 
task could be completed after the earthquake lessons to address the standards of the CCSS for 
Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects.  
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Task 14 Template (Informational or Explanatory/Description L1) 
 
(Insert Essential Question) After reading __________ (literature or information texts), 
write a/an _____________ (essay, report, or substitute another format) that describes 
___________ (content) and addresses the question. 
 
 
How can we protect ourselves from natural disasters, such as earthquakes, if we cannot 
accurately predict them?  After reading ABCs of Building Codes and Predicting 
Earthquakes at the USGS link, and watching Dr. Cox’s video “Dissecting an Earthquake”, 
write an explanatory report that describes and illustrates how a person living in an 
earthquake zone should build an earthquake resistant home and addresses the essential 
question.  
 
 
Resources: 


 Dissecting an Earthquake: Video Youtube.com (t:3minutes, Dr. Cox University of 
Arkansas) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZXfmVriO-s  


 A B C’s of Building Codes: http://mceer.buffalo.edu/publications/Tricenter/04-
sp02/1-03abcs.pdf 


 Predicting Earthquakes (USGS): (1 page) 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/earthq1/predict.html 


 
 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZXfmVriO-s

http://mceer.buffalo.edu/publications/Tricenter/04-sp02/1-03abcs.pdf

http://mceer.buffalo.edu/publications/Tricenter/04-sp02/1-03abcs.pdf

http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/earthq1/predict.html






‘Shake Table’ Used to Simulate Earthquake on Fake Hospital 


by Timon Singh, 05/08/12 


 


In California, earthquakes are commonplace, but with the possibility of the ‘Big One’ always 


looming, the state’s authorities are doing all they can to prepare for it. This week saw the 


construction of a mock five-story hospital built upon a ‘shake table‘ that was subjected to a fake 


8.8-magnitude earthquake. The test was conducted in order to see how a hospital would fair in a 


real disaster, and to evaluate the benefits of using rubber bearings in building construction. 
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http://inhabitat.com/author/timon/

http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/everyday/earthquake/

http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/features/seismic_stress_test/

http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/features/seismic_stress_test/





Rubber bearings are becoming more and more common in building construction, especially in 


Japan. But this $5m project was to see whether the bearings could protect “strategically 


important buildings”, such as computer data centers and hospitals, so that they could continue to 


operate without interruption after a large quake. 


The test was the first of its kind and aimed to see not only if the building would remain standing, 


but if the hospital staff could continue to function. The shake table was also able to simulate 


earthquakes between 6 and 8.8 magnitude.  


“What the bearings do is uncouple the building from the motion of the ground during an 


earthquake, like putting the building on roller skates,” said Tara Hutchinson, an engineering 


professor at the University of California, San Diego speaking to the BBC. 


The team’s research focused on how the building’s contents such as stairs and elevators would 


function during the quake, and a surgery room, intensive-care unit, computer servers and other 


electrical equipment were also monitored. 


The 80ft (24m) structure was also clad in precast concrete and synthetic stucco (two materials 


commonly used in commercial construction projects) whilst a large water tower and a heating 


and air-conditioning system was installed on the roof. 


During two tests which replicated a 6.7 and an 8.8 quake, the team found that the rubber bearings 


successfully protected the building from most of the damaging lateral motion while lifts, stairs 


and other machinery suffered only minor cosmetic damage. 


“What we found is that the contents of the building carried on working after our ‘earthquakes’,” 


said Professor Hutchinson. “If the equipment had been life-support systems keeping real people 


alive, then the bearings would have saved their lives.” 


Rubber bearings are now being implemented in buildings in San Diego and San Francisco. 


 


Read the article and watch a video of the hospital test at this URL:  


http://inhabitat.com/shake-table-used-to-simulate-earthquake-on-fake-hospital/ 


 



http://why.knovel.com/all-engineering-news/1478-uc-san-diego-engineers-studying-how-earthquakes-impact-buildings-computer-systems.html

http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/features/seismic_stress_test/

http://ucsdnews.ucsd.edu/features/seismic_stress_test/

http://www.jacobsschool.ucsd.edu/faculty/faculty_bios/index.sfe?fmp_recid=247

http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/everyday/earthquake/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-17954352

http://inhabitat.com/shake-table-used-to-simulate-earthquake-on-fake-hospital/
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Exploring Elements Using Legos 
---Example of a Science Lesson Based on the Current Arkansas Framework---- 


 
 


Author: ADE Science Instructional Specialists Date: April 17, 2012 Grade: 7 


Current Arkansas Framework: 


http://arkansased.org/educators/curriculum/frameworks.html#science 
 


PS.5.7.1- Explain how a small number of naturally-occurring elements can result in 


the large variety of substances found in the world 


PS 5.7.3-Identify compounds as substances consisting of two or more elements 


chemically combined 


PS 5.7.4- Compare and contrast properties of compounds to those of the elements that 


compose them. 


-salt:  sodium, chlorine 


-water:  hydrogen, oxygen 


-carbon dioxide:  carbon, oxygen  


 


 
Class Time: 120 Minutes 


Key Vocabulary Terms: elements, molecule, compounds, chemical properties, 


physical properties 


Materials: (HINT: Each Lego represents one atom. Each color represents one element    


                   type.) 


color # of pegs quantity 


white 1 10 


black 8 8 


red 6 6 


blue 4 6 


green 2 5 


yellow 4 5 


 


 NOTE: The pegs on the Legos DO NOT represent the actual number of 


element bonds. Bonds are not taught at this grade level, and the 


instruction/activity is showing that elemental atoms combine to form 


compounds. The activity also shows that there are numerous ways to combine 


atoms, representing a different new compound based on the elements 


combined and the combination order.  


 


Teacher Preparation: 


o Gather Legos 


o Print handouts  


 


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 



http://arkansased.org/educators/curriculum/frameworks.html#science
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Atoms are the smallest bits of ordinary matter and are made from particles called 


protons (which carry a positive electrical charge), neutrons (which carry no electrical 


charge) and electrons (which carry a negative electrical charge). The protons and 


neutrons cluster together in the central part of the atom, called the nucleus, and the 


electrons 'orbit' the nucleus. A particular atom will have the same number of protons 


and electrons and most atoms have at least as many neutrons as protons. 


An element is a substance that is made entirely from one type of atom. For example, 


the element hydrogen is made from atoms containing just one proton and one electron. 


If you had very, very good eyes and could look at the atoms in a sample of hydrogen, 


you would notice that most of the atoms have no neutrons, some of them have one 


neutron and a few of them have two neutrons. These different versions of hydrogen 


are called isotopes. All isotopes of a particular element have the same number of 


protons, but can have different numbers of neutrons. If you change the number of 


protons an atom has, you change the type of element it is. If you change the number of 


neutrons an atom has, you make an isotope of that element. All known elements are 


arranged on a chart called the Periodic Table of Elements. 


A compound is a substance made from two or more different elements that have been 


chemically joined. Some examples of compounds are water (H2O), table salt (NaCl), 


table sugar (C12H22O11) and chalk (CaCO3). 


A mixture is a substance made by combining two or more different materials in such a 


way that no chemical reaction occurs. A mixture can usually be separated back into its 


original components. Some examples of mixtures are a tossed salad, salt water and a 


mixed bag of M&M's candy. 


A molecule is formed when two or more atoms join together chemically. A compound 


is a molecule that contains at least two different elements. All compounds are 


molecules but not all molecules are compounds. 


Molecular hydrogen (H2), molecular oxygen (O2) and molecular nitrogen (N2) are not 


compounds because each is composed of a single element. Water (H2O), carbon 


dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are compounds because each is made from more 


than one element. The smallest bit of each of these substances would be referred to as 


a molecule. For example, a single molecule of molecular hydrogen is made from two 


atoms of hydrogen while a single molecule of water is made from two atoms of 


hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. 


 


LESSON PROCEDURE 


Engage (Part 1) Lego Structure Activity: 


 


 Place a bag of Legos with students in groups of 2-3. Ask students to take the 


Legos and create anything they want. 


 Set time limit of 5-7 minutes. 


       



http://education.jlab.org/atomtour/index.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/proton.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/neutron.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/electron.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/nucleus.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele001.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/isotope.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/index.html

http://education.jlab.org/qa/atom.html

http://education.jlab.org/qa/element.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele001.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele008.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele007.html
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Once time is up- 


 Have students display their creations. 


 Have students describe what they observed when they put the Legos together- 


(Should see students who cannot attach anymore Legos on to the white Lego, 


only so many will fit on the different colors, are they flat or tall? etc.) 


 


Engage (Part 2) Lego Structure with Limitations: 


 


 Have students use the same bag of Legos, but this time establish conditions in 


which the Legos can and cannot be attached. 


 Here are some rules:  


 


black Legos must have 4 Lego  


connections on its base/platform 


yellow Legos cannot connect with blue Legos 


green Legos cannot connect with red Legos 


red Legos can attach to any color Lego 


 


 After time is up, ask students to display their creation. 


            Do any of the students have identical creations? 


 


 Ask students to share their observations and processes for building their 


creation: 


- Was it easier or harder to create this display with rules?  Why? 


- Did you notice if your design was more likely to remain flat or build up 


with your new rules? 


- Did you have “leftover” Legos after time expired? 


 


Explore: 


 Now ask students to classify Legos with these titles: 


 


element color # of pegs quantity 


hydrogen white 1 1 


carbon black 4 8 


oxygen red 6 6 


nitrogen blue 3 4 


chlorine green 2 2 


sodium yellow 4 4 
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 Construct Lego creations within these rules: 


 


Carbon can attach to all colors  


Only two hydrogen can be attached to one hydrogen 


Only chlorine and sodium can combine 


Nitrogen can combine with all colors except green, yellow 


 


 Instruct student groups to construct the following: 


o 4 hydrogen can combine with 1 carbon. (Note: CH4 –methane) 


o 1 nitrogen can combine with 3 hydrogen (NO3 – nitrate) 


o 1 carbon can combine with 2 oxygen (CO2 – carbon dioxide) 


o 2 hydrogen can combine with 1 oxygen. (H2O – water) 


o 1 sodium can combine with 1 chlorine. (NaCl – sodium chloride) 


 


 What did they create? Have students share out their observations. 


 Students will now see that specific things are created through the combining or 


“compounding” of various elements.  


 Some elements may remain due to the “rules” that are in place. Compounds 


have specific properties that determine how they can be arranged. 


  


Explain: 


Currently, the Framework in K-12 Science requires students to understand atoms and 


its relationship to matter by the end of 5
th


 grade. An understanding of elements and 


compounds are not required until the end of 8
th


 grade. 


 


 The instructor will now ask: 


 What is an element in relationship to the Legos? 


 What is a compound in relationship to the Legos? 


 


 Have the students continue with the explanation by elaborating on elements 


and compounds by addressing the following: 


 How can a small number of naturally occurring elements result in 


the large variety of substances found in the world?  (Help students 


think of this in relationship to the building of the Legos at the 


beginning of the lesson.) 


 


 Be sure and note that there are about 100 different type of elements. 


Everything in the entire universe is created from the combining of the 100 


basic “blocks” in various combinations. 


 Some elements can only attach (combine) to a certain amount of other 


elements. 


 Elements have rules for what it can/cannot attach to. 


 Some elements never exist by itself. It is so “attractive” [reactive] that it must 


connect with something else. 


 Some elements can only combine with other specific elements. 
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 Some elements will combine with almost any other element. 


 
 


Elaborate: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Evaluate: 


 


 Have students complete an exit slip that compares the structure of elements, 


molecules and compounds. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Extensions: 


 


 


 


 


Element Display                                                    


 


 Ask students to create a display of each of the elements listed below, 


describing their physical properties, if they are natural or human creations, and 


what is their natural state (is it typically a solid, liquid or gas at room 


temperature): 


                              hydrogen: H2 


                                 oxygen: O2  


                                 sodium: Na  


                                chlorine: Cl2  


                                       iron: Fe 


                                  carbon: C 


 


 NOTE:You might want to introduce the concept of diatomic molecules at 


this time. These will never appear as individual atoms in nature: H, N, O 
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Fl, Cl, Br, I 


 


 Take two white and one red Legos, representing hydrogen and oxygen, and 


have the students put them together and describe what is the new state (a solid, 


liquid or gas at room temperature) when the two elements are combined.   


Ask: Does this compound have a common name? 


 


 Have the students continue this process with the following Lego combinations: 


 


o 1 yellow Lego and 1 green Lego (chlorine and sodium) 


 sodium chloride [table salt]: NaCl 


 


o 2 grey Legos and 3 red Legos (iron and oxygen) 


 iron oxide [rust]: Fe2O3 


  


o 1 black Lego and 2 red Legos (carbon and oxygen) 


 carbon dioxide: CO2 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES  


Technology:  


 


 


Resources: Lesson built from: 


http://www.aquariumofpacific.org/teachers/resources/lesson_pl


ans/lego_molecules  


 


Notes:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://www.aquariumofpacific.org/teachers/resources/lesson_plans/lego_molecules

http://www.aquariumofpacific.org/teachers/resources/lesson_plans/lego_molecules
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Exploring Elements Using Legos 
---------Example of a Science Lesson Based on the NGSS Framework---------- 


 
Author: ADE Science Instructional Specialists Date: April 17, 2012 Grade: 7 


Current Arkansas Framework: 


http://arkansased.org/educators/curriculum/frameworks.html#science 
 


PS.5.7.1- Explain how a small number of naturally-occurring elements can result in 


the large variety of substances found in the world 


PS 5.7.3-Identify compounds as substances consisting of two or more elements 


chemically combined 


PS 5.7.4- Compare and contrast properties of compounds to those of the elements that 


compose them. 


-salt:  sodium, chlorine 


-water:  hydrogen, oxygen 


-carbon dioxide:  carbon, oxygen  


 


Next Generation Science Standard:  (Insert after NGSS are released.) 


 


Strand: (Insert after NGSS are released.) 


 


Essential Questions: (Correct/Complete after NGSS are released.) 


 


Science/Engineering Practices 1-8: 


Disciplinary Core Ideas (Insert after NGSS are released): 
1. Asking Questions & Defining Problems (54, 69) 


2. Developing and Using Models (56, 71) 


3. Planning and Carrying Out Investigations (59, 74) 


4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data (61, 76) 


6. Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions (67, 82) 


7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence (71, 86) 


8. Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information (74, 89) 


 


Crosscutting Concepts (1-7): 


A. Patterns (85, 100) 


B.  Cause and effect (87, 102) 


D.  Systems and system models (91, 106) 


E.  Energy and matter (94, 109) 


F.  Structure and function (96, 111) 


G.  Stability and change (98, 113) 


 


 


 



http://arkansased.org/educators/curriculum/frameworks.html#science
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Core Idea with Essential Question: (from Framework for K-12 Science. Insert more 


specific NGSS after released.) 


 


Physical Sciences: PS1.A: Structure and Properties of Matter 


 


 Grade Level End-point (from Framework for K-12 Science): 


All substances are made from some 100 different types of atoms, which combine with 


one another in various ways. Atoms form molecules that range in size from two to 


thousands of atoms. Pure substances are made from a single type of atom or molecule; 


each pure substance has characteristic physical and chemical properties (for any bulk 


quantity under given conditions) that can be used to identify it.  


Gases and liquids are made of molecules or inert atoms that are moving about relative 


to each other. In a liquid, the molecules are constantly in contact with other; in a gas, 


they are widely spaced except when they happen to collide. In a solid, atoms are 


closely spaced and may vibrate in position but do not change relative locations. Solids 


may be formed from molecules, or they may be extended structures with repeating 


subunits (e.g. crystals). The changes of state that occur with variations in temperature 


or pressure can be described and predicted using these models of matter (Boundary: 


Predictions here are qualitative, not quantitative.) 


 


Summary: 


 All substances are made from 100 different types of atoms 


 Atoms form molecules 


 We can identify different substances by their unique physical and chemical 


properties 


 Gases and liquid atoms are in constant motion and collide with each other with 


gases wider spaced and liquid colliding more often. 


 Solids atoms vibrate but do not change relative location. 


 Changes in temperature and pressure cause changes of states of matter, which 


can be predicate using models. 


 
Class Time: 120 Minutes 


Key Vocabulary Terms: elements, molecule, compounds, chemical properties, 


physical properties 
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Materials: (HINT: Each Lego represents one atom. Each color represents one element    


                   type.) 


color # of pegs quantity 


white 1 10 


black 8 8 


red 6 6 


blue 4 6 


green 2 5 


yellow 4 5 


 


 NOTE: The pegs on the Legos DO NOT represent the actual number of 


element bonds. Bonds are not taught at this grade level, and the 


instruction/activity is showing that elemental atoms combine to form 


compounds. The activity also shows that there are numerous ways to combine 


atoms, representing a different new compound based on the elements 


combined and the combination order.  


 


Teacher Preparation: 


o Gather Legos 


o Print handouts  


 


BACKGROUND INFORMATION 


Atoms are the smallest bits of ordinary matter and are made from particles called 


protons (which carry a positive electrical charge), neutrons (which carry no electrical 


charge) and electrons (which carry a negative electrical charge). The protons and 


neutrons cluster together in the central part of the atom, called the nucleus, and the 


electrons 'orbit' the nucleus. A particular atom will have the same number of protons 


and electrons and most atoms have at least as many neutrons as protons. 


An element is a substance that is made entirely from one type of atom. For example, 


the element hydrogen is made from atoms containing just one proton and one electron. 


If you had very, very good eyes and could look at the atoms in a sample of hydrogen, 


you would notice that most of the atoms have no neutrons, some of them have one 


neutron and a few of them have two neutrons. These different versions of hydrogen 


are called isotopes. All isotopes of a particular element have the same number of 


protons, but can have different numbers of neutrons. If you change the number of 


protons an atom has, you change the type of element it is. If you change the number of 


neutrons an atom has, you make an isotope of that element. All known elements are 


arranged on a chart called the Periodic Table of Elements. 


A compound is a substance made from two or more different elements that have been 


chemically joined. Some examples of compounds are water (H2O), table salt (NaCl), 


table sugar (C12H22O11) and chalk (CaCO3). 


A mixture is a substance made by combining two or more different materials in such a 


way that no chemical reaction occurs. A mixture can usually be separated back into its 



http://education.jlab.org/atomtour/index.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/proton.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/neutron.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/electron.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/nucleus.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele001.html

http://education.jlab.org/glossary/isotope.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/index.html
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original components. Some examples of mixtures are a tossed salad, salt water and a 


mixed bag of M&M's candy. 


A molecule is formed when two or more atoms join together chemically. A compound 


is a molecule that contains at least two different elements. All compounds are 


molecules but not all molecules are compounds. 


Molecular hydrogen (H2), molecular oxygen (O2) and molecular nitrogen (N2) are not 


compounds because each is composed of a single element. Water (H2O), carbon 


dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are compounds because each is made from more 


than one element. The smallest bit of each of these substances would be referred to as 


a molecule. For example, a single molecule of molecular hydrogen is made from two 


atoms of hydrogen while a single molecule of water is made from two atoms of 


hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. 


 


LESSON PROCEDURE 


Pre-Assessment Plan:  


Engage (Part 1) Lego Structure Activity:                                        (3)(7)(8) (A)(D)(G) 


 


 Place a bag of Legos with students in groups of 2-3. Ask students to take the 


Legos and create anything they want. 


 Set time limit of 5-7 minutes. 


      Once time is up- 


 Have students display their creations. 


 Have students describe what they observed when they put the Legos together- 


(Should see students who cannot attach anymore Legos on to the white Lego, 


only so many will fit on the different colors, are they flat or tall? etc.) 


 


Engage (Part 2) Lego Structure with Limitations:                      (2)(3)(6)(8) (B)(D)(G) 


 


 Have students use the same bag of Legos, but this time establish conditions in 


which the Legos can and cannot be attached. 


 Here are some rules:  


  


black Legos must have 4 Lego  


connections on its base/platform 


yellow Legos cannot connect with blue Legos 


green Legos cannot connect with red Legos 


red Legos can attach to any color Lego 


 


 After time is up, ask students to display their creation. 


            Do any of the students have identical creations? 


 


 Ask students to share their observations and processes for building their 


creation: 



http://education.jlab.org/qa/atom.html

http://education.jlab.org/qa/element.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele001.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele008.html

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele007.html
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- Was it easier or harder to create this display with rules?  Why? 


- Did you notice if your design was more likely to remain flat or build up 


with your new rules? 


- Did you have “leftover” Legos after time expired? 


 


Explore:                                                                                        (2)(3)(6)(8) (B)(D)(G) 


 Now ask students to classify Legos with these titles: 


 


element color # of pegs quantity 


hydrogen white 1 1 


carbon black 4 8 


oxygen red 6 6 


nitrogen blue 3 4 


chlorine green 2 2 


sodium yellow 4 4 


 


 Construct Lego creations within these rules: 


 


Carbon can attach to all colors  


Only two hydrogen can be attached to one hydrogen 


Only chlorine and sodium can combine 


Nitrogen can combine with all colors except green, yellow 


 


 Instruct student groups to construct the following: 


o 4 hydrogen can combine with 1 carbon. (Note: CH4 –methane) 


o 1 nitrogen can combine with 3 hydrogen (NO3 – nitrate) 


o 1 carbon can combine with 2 oxygen (CO2 – carbon dioxide) 


o 2 hydrogen can combine with 1 oxygen. (H2O – water) 


o 1 sodium can combine with 1 chlorine. (NaCl – sodium chloride) 


 


 What did they create? Have students share out their observations. 


 Students will now see that specific things are created through the combining or 


“compounding” of various elements.  


 Some elements may remain due to the “rules” that are in place. Compounds 


have specific properties that determine how they can be arranged. 


 


Explain:                                                                                                 (4)(8) (A)(D)(F) 
Currently, the Framework in K-12 Science requires students to understand atoms and 


its relationship to matter by the end of 5
th


 grade. An understanding of elements and 


compounds are not required until the end of 8
th


 grade. 


 


 The instructor will now ask: 


 What is an element in relationship to the Legos? 


 What is a compound in relationship to the Legos? 
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 Have the students continue with the explanation by elaborating on elements 


and compounds by addressing the following: 


 How can a small number of naturally occurring elements result in 


the large variety of substances found in the world?  (Help students 


think of this in relationship to the building of the Legos at the 


beginning of the lesson.) 


 


 Be sure and note that there are about 100 different type of elements. 


Everything in the entire universe is created from the combining of the 100 


basic “blocks” in various combinations. 


 Some elements can only attach (combine) to a certain amount of other 


elements. 


 Elements have rules for what it can/cannot attach to. 


 Some elements never exist by itself. It is so “attractive” [reactive] that it must 


connect with something else. 


 Some elements can only combine with other specific elements. 


 Some elements will combine with almost any other element. 


 


Elaborate:                                                                                              (6)(8) (A)(B)(F) 


 Design analogies for the following terms: 


A molecule is formed when two or more atoms join together 


chemically. A compound is a molecule that contains at least two 


different elements. All compounds are molecules but molecules are not 


all compounds. 


  


 NOTE: Be sure to model analogies before releasing students to do this activity 


independently. 


Evaluate: 


 Construct a foldable that describes, illustrates, and provides examples for the 


following terms: atom, molecule, element, and compound (See Handout #7). 


 


 Have students complete an exit slip that compares the structure of elements, 


molecules and compounds. 


 


Extensions: 


 


Extension Activity1: Molecule/Compound Worksheet                                    (4)(8) (A) 


 


 Demonstrate how the number of atoms for each element is placed as a 


subscript after each element symbol (H2O). 


 Provide students with H.O. # 7: Lego Lesson Handout. 


 Have students look at their last Lego creation. 


 Instruct the student to write the element symbol down for each element 


Lego that was used, along with the number of Legos for that element. 
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Extension Activity 2: Element Display                                                   (2)(4)(7)(8) (A) 


 


 Ask students to create a display of each of the elements listed below, 


describing their physical properties, if they are natural or human creations, and 


what is their natural state (is it typically a solid, liquid or gas at room 


temperature): 


                              hydrogen: H2 


                                 oxygen: O2  


                                 sodium: Na  


                                chlorine: Cl2  


                                       iron: Fe 


                                  carbon: C 


 


 NOTE:You might want to introduce the concept of diatomic molecules at 


this time. These will never appear as individual atoms in nature: H, N, O 


Fl, Cl, Br, I 


 


 Take two white and one red Legos, representing hydrogen and oxygen, and 


have the students put them together and describe what is the new state (a solid, 


liquid or gas at room temperature) when the two elements are combined.   


Ask: Does this compound have a common name? 


 


 Have the students continue this process with the following Lego combinations: 


 


o 1 yellow Lego and 1 green Lego (chlorine and sodium) 


 sodium chloride [table salt]: NaCl 


 


o 2 grey Legos and 3 red Legos (iron and oxygen) 


 iron oxide [rust]: Fe2O3 


  


o 1 black Lego and 2 red Legos (carbon and oxygen) 


 carbon dioxide: CO2 


 


Extension Activity 3: Molecular Models 


 


 Bring in a molecular kit containing the elements of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, 


nitrogen, chlorine, sodium, and iron, if available. 


 


 Have students compare the Lego kits to the molecular kits.  Have students identify 


elements using the molecular kits and create the following compounds using the 


molecular kits:  


o water (H2O)  


o rust (Fe2O3) 


o carbon dioxide (CO2) 


o table salt (NaCl) 
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 Have the students update their journal or notebook on a daily basis with new or 


current information. 
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